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In this Issue:
We are now in the age of LS|-large-scale integration-and are about to enterthe age of
VLSI-very large-scaleintegration.LSI has given us the microcomputer,a completecomputeron a tiny chip ot siliconsmallerthan a fingertip,and many othercomplexintegratedcircuits with tens of thousandsof transistorsand logicgates on a chip. In the age of VLSI we'll
see circuitswith hundredsof thousandsor millionsof logic elementson a singlechip. We'll
see them, that is, once we're able to solve the formidableproblemsof designingsuch complex devicesand writingsoftwarefor them. Beginningon page 30, Chuck Housediscusses
the problemsand the likelysolutions.Insteadof a singletalenteddesigner,we'll haveteams
of designersworkingon a chip.Thesedesignerswill need new toolsthat automatemanyof the stepswe now do
manually.They'llhaveto be ableto call up variouscomputer-aideddesigntoolsand differentkindsof analyzers
at the touchof a button.The systemthatwillgive themtheseadvancedanalysisand synthesistoolsis something
Chuckcallsthe electronicbench.lt doesn'texistyet; in fact,we'll need VLSI to make it a reality.Only with VLSI
will we be able to make analyzersand other inslrumentssmall enough and inexpensiveenough to make it
practicalto build an electronicbench crammedfull of them.
That bringsus to the subjectof this issue,Model64000 Logic DevelopmentSystem.The 64000 is a tool for
developinghardwareand softwarefor productsbased on commercialmicrocomputers.While it's a long way
from the electronicbench,it's a firststep towardsthat goal. lt allowsup to six designersto sharea commondata
base,and it giveseach designera work stationwith a dedicatedcomputerand a dedicatedlogicanalyzerbuiltin.
Its architectureand capabilitiesare discussedin the articleson pages 3, 13, 20, and 28.
Our cover photo shows a basic 64000 Systemconsistingof work station,disc drive and printer,alongwith a
close-upof one of the pods that interfacethe 64000 to the system under development.
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Logic Development
SystemAccelerates
Microcomputer
SystemDesign
Thisexpandable,flexiblesystemoffersa completesel of
facilitiesfor generatingand debugging microprocessorsysfemhardwareand software.lt's designedwith nextgenerationVLSIcircuitsin mind.
by ThomasA. Saponasand Brian W. Kerr
ICROPROCESSORS
HAVE PROVIDED significant improvements in the performance and flexibility of much of today's electrical and mechanical hardware. One consequence is that our approach to
designing products has had to change, and so have the
skills of the engineers responsible for these products. The
design team of a microprocessor-based product might be
more than half software designers. It is not unusual for a
product's definition to change in the very late design stages
in spite of excellent research and definition at the beginning. Then the flexibility of the software is the vehicle for
accommodating such changes.
Because the microprocessor is only one piece of a complete system, it represents a software design problem unlike
most computer systems. The processor is usually an integral part of some hardware that has nothing to do with
computation. In some cases it is simply being used as a
programmable logic element or for control of the human
interface with some process. These differences make the
conventional tools for generating and debugging hardware
and software incomplete for the task facing the microprocessor system designer. The 64000 Logic Development
System was meant to provide a complete solution to this
task in one package, and to make significant contributions
to the efficiency of designers' time.

by addingup to fivemoredevelopment
stations(seeFig.r).
DevelopmentStation
The development
stationkeyboardand display(seeFig.
2) provide the interfacebetweenthe operatorand the logic
development system. Operating systems,input/output,
keyboard, display, and the development station bus are
managedby the independent host processorand memory.

Architecture
A basic 64000Logic DevelopmentSystemconsistsof one
Model 64100A DevelopmentStation with a Model 649404
Magnetic Tape Cartridge Unit installed, compatible HP
hard disc and printer, and softwarepackagesto edit, assemble, link, and store program modules. Adding an emulator
option and up to 64K bytes of independent emulation
memory adds the download function through emulation,
which is the standard tool for exercising, debugging, and
integrating hardware and software in the early development phases. Further assistancein troubleshooting the
target system is gained by adding Model 64300A Logic
Analyzer, which monitors activity on the address,data,and
control busesof the target microprocessorsystem.As program modules are completed,they may be mapped into the
target system's random-accessmemory, or with Model
645004 PROM Programming System, they can be downIoaded into one of many widely used programmablereadonly memories (PROMs).The system may be expanded to
accommodatelargerdesignteamsor multiple design efforts

Fig. 1. Ihe 64000 Logic DevelopmentSystemconsistsof at
leastone 64100ADevelopmentStation, a hard disc, and a line
printer. The system can be expanded to as many as s/x slations.Each stalion has lls own processor.
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The host processorin each64100A DevelopmentStation is
a field-proven 16-bit processormanufacturedby HP.l Much
of the other hardware is adapted from other HP products.
However, the emulator option and the PROM programmer
are new and are discussedin detail elsewherein this issue.
The developmentstation's easily accessedcard cagehas
slots to house the circuitry for the various system options.
The first three slots of the card cage are occupied by the
three cards of the host system,leaving the remaining ten
slots availablefor systemoptions. The developmentstation
bus is universal,and options may be placed in any slot. The
developmentstation bus carriesaddress,data, and control
signalsbetweenthe host processorsystemand option card
positions.
Each option card can identify itself to the host processor.
Thus the option software is self-configuring.Communication with the options is via a 32K-byte memory address
spacewindow. When a card is addressedby the host one of
three bank switch modes is also set,thereby expanding this
window to an effective 96K bytes per option card.
Fig. 3 is a map of the entire 12BK-byteaddressspaceof the
host processorincluding the 32K-byte window. The display memory is an integral part of the program RAM, making possible the rapid display update required for such
things as tracking softkeysand a screen-modeeditor. The
ROM spacein the systemis usedfor the bootstrapprograms,
for some frequently used utilities, and for the mainframe
self-testsoftware.In the current version ofthe 640004 system, 16K bytes of ROM is unused and reservedfor future
enhancements.All of the operating softwareresidesin the
RAM areaand is segmentedso that only the current task is
in memory.
The emulation systemuses a separateemulation bus be4 lEwretr-plc<ARD JoURNAL
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Fig. 2. Model 64100A Development Station includes keyboard,
display, and host processor. OptionsincludePROMprogrammers
and emulators for various microprocessors,a logic analyzer,and
a tape controllerand drive.

tween emulation control, emulation memory, and analysis
cards. A second high-speed bus connects emulation control and emulation memory, and a third bus may be required for inpuUoutput in some modules and configurations (seeFig. ).
Architecture Advantages
The architectureof the 64000Logic DevelopmentSystem
offersseveraladvantages.Eachuserhas a dedicatedprocessor and memory, not just a terminal. Therefore,as stations
are added, so is computing power. By contrast, with
timesharing systemsthe user is required to buy sufficient
computing power with the very first terminal to support the
ultimate size of the system.Philosophically, it is also more

32K-ByreBOM

32K-Byte YO

64K-ByreRAM

Fig. 3. Host processormemory map.
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Fig. 4. The hosl processor and the microprocessor being emulated have independent buses
and can run simultaneously.Thus software development can be concurrent with emulation.

reasonableto present to the user a responsetime that is
more a function of the task, which is the casewith distributed processing,than to havethe responsetime determined
by the total systemloading, as in a timesharing system.The
64000 network can also be expandedto include large central data bases or additional 64000 clusters using the
RS-232-Cport contained in each station.
By sharing peripherals, it is much easier to justify
higher-performanceunits than when eachuser has a dedicatedset.Usersgetnot only higher performancebut alsothe
ability to develop software jointly sharing the same data
base. Experience has shown that as the software tools improve and the efficiency of programmers increases, the
need for disc spacerapidly outpacesthe original estimates
of capacity. Also, with the text editing features of the system
providing a convenient way to maintain documentation, a
further burden is placed on disc capacity.At HP's Colorado
SpringsDivision, for example,we arenow using two to five
megabytesof disc space per user per year, compared to
approximately one megabytebeforethesetools were available. The 64000 System expands easily to accommodate
such changes.
Operation
At power-up the host processorinterrogatesa rear-panel
switch to determine the ROM program to execute.There are
four selectable modes: system bus, local mass storage,
ROM, or performance verification. The performance verification mode exercisesall of the mainframe hardware, including the memory, tape drive, RS-232-Cport, and system
bus. The other three modes are bootstrap programs from
three sources.The normal mode of operationis to boot from
the hard disc, which is on the systembus. The program that
is loaded then performs a poll to determine all of the devices

on the bus, configuresthe softwareUOdrivers basedon that
poll, and displays a system map. Eight softkey labels are
displayed at the bottom of the display indicating the various functions available. The system is now awaiting a
command and a status messageindicates that state. To
perform an assembly of a source file, for example, the
is pushed,followed by the name of
softkeylabeledassemble
the file to be assembled.The editor, compiler, and linker all
use this same syntax.
Emulation
A challenging aspectof microprocessorsystemdesign is
the lack of a friendly run time environment for debugging
softwareand hardware.If, for example,the user is developing a microprocessor-controlledmeat scale, the product
will not have peripheralssuch as CRT, keyboard,disc, and
printer to help the debuggingprocess.Becauseof the direct
interaction of hardware and software,the techniquesused
in computer development-halting, single-stepping,
dumping registers,and softwaretracing-might so perturb
the systemthat the measurementobtained is meaningless.
Because the completed system is usually read-onlymemory-based,a convenient software prototyping environment is also essentialso that softwarecan be testedand
developedbefore being committed to ROM.
The 64000 emulator option is designed to imitate the
microprocessorin the user's system and provide all the
necessarydebugging facilities. The emulator is used by
removing the microprocessorto be emulatedfrom the user's
hardwareand plugging in the probefrom the 64000System
in its place. The user then specifiesthe memory areato be
taken from the user system and that to be provided by the
emulator.The answersto theseconfiguration questionsare
automatically stored in a file so that when the emulator is
louRuL 5
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used later with the same configuration only the file name
needsto be specified.The emulator can be used beforeany
user hardware exists by simply specifying the internal
clock and all emulation memory. Becausethe emulator has
accessto the display, disc, printer, and keyboard, much
software development can take place before the user
hardware is ready.
In the 64000 System,we have completely separatedthe
emulation processorbus from the host environment (see
Fig. a). This allows passivemonitoring of the execution of
softwarewithout stopping the process.Becauseof this separation it is also possible to continue emulation while
softwaredevelopmentis occurring on the samestation,thus
potentially doubling the use. The two buses are so independent that the prototype containing the emulator probe
can be powered down and then up without affecting the
host system.Even the data storedin the emulation memory
remains unchangedand the processorsimply goesthrough
its normal power-up sequence.
Another important benefit of this architecture is the future expandability of emulation. The host processingsystem puts no reshictions on the speedor word length of the
processorbeing emulated.Future microprocessorswill certainly be faster and more powerful, so it is important to
allow for this to preserve the capital investment in the
development system.
The emulator option for the 64000 Logic Development
System is describedin the article beginning on page 13.

development system, ease of use is very important. By
meansof directed-syntaxsoftkeys,the 64000leadsthe new
user through an often bewildering mazeof tools. The use of
a random-accessdisplay further simplifies the operatorinterfaceto provide a feeling that the human is in control and
not the machine.
Eight unmarked keys immediately below the CRT are
labeledby the CRT. Thesesoftkeysreflect the complete set
of allowable entries and change with each keystroke to
reflect the next expectedkeyword or data in a command. If
the user enters only the information prompted by the
softkeysthe syntax is guaranteedcorrect.Conversely,any
entry not shown in the softkey labelswill result in a syntax
error. Thus the processoris always telling the user what it
expects,avoiding the usual guessing game, "You enter a
command and I'll tell you if it's right." In addition to
eliminating the guessinggame,the softkeysprovide exactly
the same interface for all operations.
Fig. 5a shows an example using the directorycommand,
which can consistsimply of the keyword directoryor several
options.In Fig. 5b the directorysoftkeyhas beenpushed and
the next allowable alternativesare shown:

Directed-Syntax Softkeys Provide Friendly Interface
Since a substantial part of a microprocessorsystem designer's time is spent at the keyboard of a microprocessor

In Fig. 5c, the all-filesoption is selected and the labels
again change to reflect other options. The complete command shown in Fig. 5d calls for all of the files modified after
August 28, l,gBOto be listed on the line printer.
If the cursor is moved to edit the command, the labels
change to reflect the options available at that point in the
line. If a softkey is pressedwhen the cursor is under any
characterin a keyword, the entire keyword is replaced by
the new one and the line is expanded or contracted to
accommodatethe new entrv.

Fig. 5. Constructinga command using the 64000 System's
directed syntax softkeys.(a) The user has pressed trc and
nowsees the softkeylabelsshownhere. (b) fhe userpresses
drectary
and sees these new labels.(c) The user continuesto
constructthe commandby pressng ailJircs.(d) Thecomplete
syntacticallycorrect command calls for a listingof all files
modified after August 28, 1980.
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<FILE>
all--files
rec---files
tapefiles
listfile

user file name
all disc files
all recoverable files
all tape files
specify an alternatelisting file.

Software
)ust as important as the hardware architecturein a complete solution is the softwarepackage.64000 softwarecurrently available includes the following modules, some of
which come in severalversions to accommodatedifferent
microprocessorsand languages:monitor, multiprocessing
operating system, file manager, editor, assembler,compiler, linker, emulator, PROM programmer, and hardware
self test.
Since usersof the systemcan range everywherefrom the
expert digital hardware designer to one with no previous
software experience,the 64000 system is designed to provide considerablecapability for the experiencedsoftware
designer, and through the use of the directed-syntax
softkeys,to give the new user accessto the full capability of
the system,not just the subsetthat is frequently used and
remembered.To further enhance the convenience of the
systeman effort was made to provide a uniform.syntax and
feature set in all aspects of the development tools. For
example, numeric constants can be specified in decimal,
hexadecimal, octal, or binary in the assembler,compiler,
linker, emulator, PROM programmer,monitor, and editor.

The rules for variablenamesarethe samefor the assembler,
compiler, linker, and emulator.The featuresetfor all of the
above modules also remains the same for each microprocessor,so that the learning curve for a new processoris
much shorter. In some casesthe same person has to work
with more than one processortype simultaneously,so this
approach becomesessentialto reduce confusion.
With thesefeaturescombined with the performanceof a
16-bit processorper user and a high-speed hard disc, the
turnaround cycle for changesis substantially reduced. As
an example,it is possibleto edit a file to make corrections,
assemblethat file. link it to other modules,and then execute

the new code on the emulator in one minute. This level of
performance encourages proper maintenance of source
programs instead of memory patching to fix a problem.
The Editor
Perhapsthe most important part of a development system's operatorinterfaceis the editor. The functioning of the
editor provides the most convincing argumentfor a random
accessdisplay. The ability to modify the text by inserting,
deleting, or overtyping and seethe changeson a key-by-key
basis gives the confident feeling of absolute control.
The importance of a symmetric instruction set is just
being understood in the microprocessor world, but the

Resource Sharing in the Logic Development System
by Alan J. DeVilbiss
A 64000 Logic DevelopmentSystemis ordered as Model64001S,
withtheoptionswantedlistedseparately.
A 64001SSystemconsists,
at a minimum,of one 64100ADevelopment
Station,a disc memory,
and a magnetictape cartridgedrive. A maximumof six 641004
Development
Stations,a printer,and eight disc drivescan be connectedon a singlel/O bus,
The operatingsystemsoftwareexecutingin the host processorof
each64100Ais implemented
as a single-tasking
system,responding
to its keyboard inputs independentlyof any other 64'100Astations,
except when two or more stationsrequire access to a shared re(e.9.,a disc memoryor the printer).
sourcesimultaneously
Theuseof
thesesharedresourcesmustbe coordinated.
Thesharingprotocolis
simple,minimizingoverheadin the operatingsystemand reducing
the numberof operationsthat must be recoveredin case of a system
fault.Specifically,
the sharedresourcesare:
1, Accessto a disc memory(excludesdirectory)
2. Access to read or modify a disc directory
3. Access to the orinter.
The mechanicaland electricalprotocolused on the 64000 l/O bus
is compatiblewith the HP InterlaceBus, or HP-IB(IEEEStandard
4BB-1978).However,in the 64000 System context, messages are
restrictedto those needed for system operation.For example, l/O
driversand messageprotocolsthatwould allowdirect usercontrolof
interfacemessagegenerationare not available.Therefore,only supporteddisc memoriesand printersand other64100Astationsmaybe
connectedto a 64100Astation.
The HP-IB standard was selected because of the existence of
compatibledisc memoriesand printersand a related family of
reliablecomponents (integratedinterfaceelectronics,connectors,
and cables).
Each64100Astationcan operateon the HP-lBas an activecontroller,talker,or listener.
The currentactlvecontrollermonitorsthe state
of the network-that is, which 64100A stationsare using or are
waitingto usea sharedresource.Theactivecontrollerhasthe exclusive rightto use the l/O bus untilcontrolis passedto another64.100A.
However,a resourcereservedby another64100Amay not be used.
Drscaccessesnot involvinga disc directoryaccess may be made by
the activecontrollerwithoutrestriction,Directoryand printeraccesses are the only two resourcesthat must be reserved.Use of these
resourcesis regulatedby queuesresidentin the activecontrollerfor
eachfunction.TheHP-lBaddress(from2 to 7) corresponding
to each
64100Ais used as a name in the queues,with 0 servingas the null
entry.The head of each queue has the exclusiverightto use the
resource.Addresseswithinthe queueindicate64100Astationswait-

ing for the resource.Onlythe activecontrollercan modifythe queue
by removingitsaddressfromthe headof the queue,All otherentries
are moved up by one positionwhen the active controlleris finished
withthe resource.The activecontrollercan alsoreplacethe firstnull
entryin thequeuewithitsownaddresswhenit requiresthe resource.
The activecontrollermay modifythe queuesand make one disc
access (a read or write of up to 4096 bytes, typically)and fill the
printerbufferif it is at the headof the printerqueue.Thencontrolmust
be passed if any other64100A has a pending l/O request.The active
controllerconductsa parallelpoll.lf no other64100Aresponds,the
currentactivecontrollerremainsactivecontrollerand can continue
with its own l/O as required.Affirmativepoll responsefrom another
64100Aindicatesa requestto becomeactivecontroller.
lf morethan
one 64100Aresponds,the addressof the responding64100Anext
higher(moduloB) than the currentactivecontrolleris selected.
The selected64100Ais sentan eight-bytemessageindicatingthe
currentstateof the directoryand printerqueues,and thenthe Take
Control interface message is sent to that 64100A. The selected
64100Abecomesactivecontrollerand may use the l/O bus and/or
modifythe queues.
On each64000system,one and onlyone64100Ais designatedas
mastercontroller.
Thisunitis responsible
for initiating
systemactivity
by becomingthe first activecontrollerwhen the systemis poweredon. Onlythisunitmay assertthe InterlaceClearmessage,and therefore it is responsiblefor restartinga systemthat has experienceda
partial power failureor a disruptivehardwareor softwarefault.
When a 64100A powerson, it must first load its operatingsystem
from the systemdisc at lio address0, unit 0. To accomplishthis
withoutdisturbinga f unctioning
systemif this64.1
00A is enteringlate,
the nonactivecontrollerstatus is selectedat power-up,and lio bus
controlis requestedby affirmativeresponseto any parallelpoll by an
activecontroller.lf the unit is not mastercontroller,it mustwait until
controlis passedto it from another64100A.lf the 64100Ais designated master controller,it waits for about three seconds (a worstcase delay for a functioningsystem),asserts InterfaceClear and
becomesthe activecontroller.
Once a 641004 station has become an active controller and
loaded its operating system softwarefrom system disc memory,it
executesa programto identifyallotherdevicesconnectedto the l/O
bus at that time. The resultsof that orocedureare used to control
generationof tables in the disc, printer,and network l/O driversto
make proper use of the devices attachedto the network.
Eachdisc memoryidentifiedis catalogedby l/O address,disc unit
number,type (7905,7906,7910,7920,7925),directorylocationand
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size, and record size. A logical unit number is assigned for each
are listedon the 64100display
disc.The resultsof the l/O identification
for referenceand to aid in debugging a maliunctioningsystem.
This architecturemakes it easy to change the number of 64100A
developmentstations,the numberand/ortype of disc drives,and
the printer.To effect a change, the system is powered off, reconnectedand poweredback on. No user-directedchange in softwareis
neeoeo.
Fauh Recovery
Recoveryfeatureshave been implementedto lessenthe effectsof
systemfaults.For example,it would be undesirableif low power on
one 64100Astationabortedan edit sessionon anotherstation.All l/O
operationshavetime-outsassigned,with appropriaterecoveryproDisc operationsthat can't comcedures in the event of malJunction.
plete are retried. lf a pass of control doesn't complete within the
allottedtime, the process is aborted and the previousactive controllerresumescontrol status.
T h e m a s t e r c o n t r o l l e ra s s u m e sa s y s t e m m o n i t o rf u n c t i o n .
Wheneverthe mastercontrollerpassescontrola three-secondtimer
is started.lf this timerexpires,controlmust be requestedby alfirmative poll response,even if the mastercontrollerhas no pending l/O
request.lf anotherthreesecondsgo by withouta response,the active
controller is presumed to have crashed or powered off, and the
mastercontrollerassertsthe InterfaceClearmessageand becomes
active controller.
Wheneverthe mastercontrollerbecomesactivecontrollerby lnterface Clear,the networkqueuesare initializedto the nullstate,a restart

samemotivation also exists for symmetry in an editor command set. The first step in the editing processis usually
positioning to an area in the file of interest. In the 64000
there are no artificial constraintson file size or workspace
use,and positioning can be performedby rolling the text up
or down, moving the cursor up or down, paging up or
down, randomly by specifying a line number, or searching
for a character string in the forward or reversedirection. All
operations involving a group of lines, such as deleting,
extracting, copying, listing, or performing character replacement are done starting with the line containing the
cursor thru or until (inclusive or exclusive)a line number, a
charactershing, the start of the file, the end of the file or the
entire file. With directed-syntax softkeys the availability of
these symmetrical options is always obvious to the user.
The memory spaceavailableto the editor can be viewed
as two double-ended queues (Fig. 6). These two queues
share the same memory space,so when one contractsthe
other can expand into available memory. Another way to
view this memory is as a single circular buffer with a display window. When an edit sessionis started two scratch
files are created.Since more than one 64100ADevelopment
Station may be using copies of the editor at the sametime,
the namesof thesefiles are made unique by appending the
bus addressof the station. These files serve as temporary
storage for text that will not fit in memory.
When the original source file is opened,enough lines to
fill the display areread and placed on the CRT screen.More
of the sourcefile is read into queue A. The amount of text
read is limited to produce a reasonableresponsetime. Many
edit sessionsdo not extend over the entire sourceprogram,
and a long initial delay can be annoying. Only for very short
I newrerr-plcrARD JouRNALocroBER '1980

flag is set and the queuesand controlare passedaroundthe network
Therestartflaginhibitsnormal
onetime,independent
of l/Orequests.
l/O activity.Each 64100A is given the opportunityto take eitherthe
directoryor the printerqueue head il its internalstateindicatesit had
this positionbeforethe restart.This processminimizesthe effectsof
the lossof networkstateinformationby a crashof the activecontroller
whileanother64100Ais modifyingthe directoryor usingthe printer.
When control is returnedto the mastercontroller,the restartflag is
clearedand normaloperationresumes.Time-outsin the printerand
networkdriversof 64100Astationsthat were waitingfor the directory
or the printercause themto reenterthe networkqueues.The order in
the queues may be changed but everyoneultimatelyis serviced.

Alan J. DeVilbiss
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Editor File Structure

Fig. 6, Ihe 64000 edito/s memory space can be viewed as
two double-ended queues that occupy the same memory
space,so that whenone expandsthe othercontracts.Scratch
files are created when an edlt session ls started,

64500 PROM Programmer
A universaldevelopmentsystem like the 64000 must be able to
p r o g r a m a w i d e v a r i e t y o f P R O M s ( p r o g r a m m a b l er e a d - o n l y
memories)to storeobject code for prototypesand limitedproduction
industrycurrentlyhas manymemorytypes
runs.Thesemiconductor
MOS ROMs,and
available:bipolarROMs,ultraviolet-light-erasable
chipscontainingbotha MOS ROMand a microprocescombination
sor. Many speed rangesand memorysizes are offeredto suit differThe goal of the 64500PROMProgrammer
ent users'requirements.
design was to create a programmingsystemthat would accommodate the widestvarietyof popularPROMs,be easyto use in the 64000
system,and be low in cost. Low cost meansboth initialcost and the
incrementalcost of adding facilitiesto program other types of
PROMS.
to catalogallcurrentlyavailablePROMs.Size,
A studywas initiated
pinouts, power supply requirements,speed, and programming
were comparedto assessthe difficultyof buildinga
specifications
truly universalsystem.Fromthis point,a designstrategyemerged.
The resultingsystemconsistsof a controlcard occupyingone slot in
the 641004 mainframeand a socket module that residesin the
64100A panel insert,The controlcard containsadjustablepower
drivercircuits,as well as a 64000
suppliesand generalinput/output
mainframeinterface.The individualsocketmodulesmatch PROM
pinoutsand tailorthe controlcard'sgeneralsignalsto meetspecific
P R O M p r o g r a m m i n g s p e c i f i c a t i o n s .C u r r e n t l y ,e i g h t s o c k e t
modulesare available,
of the controllerand
To furthersimplifythe hardwarerequirements
the socketmodule,all sequencetimingand pulsewidth controlare
done by softwarein the PROMdriver.Onlypulseamplitudesand rise
and fall times are set by hardwarecircuitson the socket module.
thememorychipseasier.Each
Softwarecontrolmakesprogramming
socket module has an identificationcode that is read by the driver.
Fromthiscode,the appropriateprogramming
routinesand tablesfor
modthe PROMfamilyare automatically
selected.lf a single-socket
ulecan programmorethanonePROMtype,theavailablechoices
displayed on softkeysfor user selection.

and in a few cases,dedicated conversion programs are
available.To try to accommodatesourceprograms written
for a variety of assemblers,the 64000 editor extends the
normal shing replacementcapabilitiesshown in Fig. 7. By
allowing for the recognition of unknown charactersor variable length strings of characters terminated by known
characters,more generalizedediting commands can be issued.The notation used is somewhatlike the pattern recognition languge SNOBOL.2The example in Fig. B shows a
statementthat reversesthe order of the operands in twooperand 8080 instructions. This string replacement capability is further augmented by the ability to specify the
columns over which the replacement should apply. The
columns are specifiedin the samemanneras the tabset,that
is, either by specifyingthe column numbersor editing a line
reflecting the current range specification.
File Management
The heart of all modern softwaredevelopmenttools is the
file managementsystem.While automatic spaceallocation
is a part of almost all systems,in the 64000 system this
facility is significantly extended to include the ability to
recoveraccidently purged files or previous copiesof edited

-Roger Cox

files is the entire file read beforethe user is allowed to issue
commands.
As various commandscausemore of the sourcefile to be
read the data is brought into memory and shuffled between
the two double-endedqueues.When the internal memory
space is filled records are written to scratch file B in the
forward direction. Should a commandrequire moving to an
earlier line of text the records are written to scratch file A
and readfrom scratchfile B. The original sourcefile is never
overwritten.
When the end command is issued a destination file is
created.The text is written from scratchfile B, the internal
buffer space, scratch file A, and the source file into this
destination file. The original sourcefile is then purged and
the destinationfile renamedas source.The original file has
then been placed in a deleted file list by the 64000 file
managerand can be recovered.When the scratch files are
closed they are deleted from the disc directory by the file
manager.
A particular problem in the microprocessorworld is the
use of different assemblersand cross assemblersfor the
same microprocessor,sometimesfrom the same manufacturer. The text editor is a tool that usually bridges this gap,

Fig.7. using simple character string replacement.(a) The
command executesfrom the currentposition(indicatedby the
line number in inverse video) to the position specified rn the
command. (b) The status /lne reports the replacementperformed.
.louRttlt-9
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tension to this function in the 64000 allows parameters to be
passed to one of these command files in a manner similar to
assembly language macros. Then more generalized command files can be created, thus reducing the number of files
created and used. For example, a command file could be
created that automatically sequences through the operations of assembly, Iinking, loading, and emulating, and
only the source file(s) need be specified at the time the
command file is invoked. AIso, by including a learn mode
for building command files the full aid of the directedsyntax softkeys is made available in constructing command
files.

Fig. 8. Powerfultext modificationusing SNOBOL-like
features.(a) By usingthespecialcharacters"anystring"( @ )
( E ) the operandfield of thisB0B0
and "anycharactef'
code can be reversed.(b) Thetextchangesvirtuallyinstantaneously
andthestatusline reportssevenreplacements
werc
performed.
files up to the time when the spaceis neededfor new files. A
further enhancement aimed at managing the increased
number of files being used is the user identification added
to files names.By entering a user ID at the beginning of a
sessionall operationswill be carried out on files under that
name. The directory list defaults to listing only the files
under that ID.
Further enhancementsofferedby the 64000file manager
come in the directory, including a listing of spaceavailable
and comprehensivedata on file use. Monitoring revisions
to programs is made easy since the date and time of last
accessand modification of eachfile areautomatically maintained and shown in the directory list. The linking loader
also specifiesin the load map the date and time of the last
update of eachrelocatablemodule loaded.The significance
of this record keeping in a multiple-design project where
program modules are independently maintained cannot be
overstated.
Another important function for the file system is the
ability to submit a streamof systemcommandscontainedin
a file. This capability, available on many systems,makes
performing a long seriesof tasks almost foolproof. An ex10 rewrerr-pacKAnDJoURNAL
ocroBER 1980

Page Structure
The 64000file managementsystemhas a linked list structure. Each of the files consists of blocks of sectors called
pages. The number of sectors per page is constant for a
given disc but may vary for different discs to optimize
certain file managementoperations.The pagesof a file are
linked inboth forward and backward directions (seeFig. 9).
This symmetry is usedto its greatestadvantagein the 64000
editor. Editor operationssuch as rolling, paging,and string
searchingcan be done with equal efficiency either forward
or backward through the text.
When a file is being updated the samesectorson the disc
are used. If the size of the file is increasedthe file manager
allocatesanotherpageto the file, linking it to the end ofthe
last page. The list of available pages is kept in much the
sameway as a file. It is a doubly linked list of pages.Free
pages are taken from the front of the list when they are
allocatedto files. This approachallows files to grow easily
without bound and precludes the need for a user-invoked
disc packing program. The disc remains continuously
packed by the nature of the file structure.
Directory Format
As with most file managementsystemsthe keys to locating a file on the disc are kept in a separateareacalled the
directory. The 64000directory is organizedas a hash coded
list. Hash coding minimizes the amount of searching required to locate the directory entry for a given file. The
hashedvalue of the file name indicatesthe directory sector
on which the file information is most likelv to reside. The

Free
List
Information
Oeleted
Fite
List

Fag.9. 64000 file structure. Thelinked listorganizationatlows
for flexible file size.

64000 Command Parsing
Commandsare interpretedin the 64000 System using an LALR
(look-ahead,left{o-right)parsingtechnique.The syntaxof the commandsof an applicationmodulesuchas the monitor,editor,or PROM
programmeris described in a concise and readable format by a
grammar.An exampleof this is the editor'sdeletecommandshownin
Fig. 1. The completegrammaris given as inputto a parsergenerator
program,and the resultis a table that is used by the 64000 parserto
parse the text that the user types on the command line.

a) delete

'-l{:!tr=f
f

b) <DELETE COMMAND> ::=
<RANGE-SPEC>

::=

::=

<delete>
<thru>
<until>

::=
::=
::=

STATUS: Editlng FILEX
merge FILEZ trom 2$ thru 45_

ERROR: Invalid line number
merge FILEZ trom 2$ thru 45_
thru

Fig.2. When a syntax error is detected an instructive message is displayed andthe cursor is placed under the error. The
so/tkeys are consistentwith the cursor position.

<delete><RANGE-SPEC>
<EMPTY>
<thru><LlMlT>
<until><LlMlT>
all

<LriilT>

STATUS: EditiNg FILEX
merge _
<FILE> trom
thru

<STRING>
<NUiIBER>
end
start
delete
thru
untll

time the positionof the error in the command and the set of correct
syntax elementsare known. The 64000 conventionis to place the
cursorat the positionof the errorand reportthe errorin a mannerthat
specifieswhat was expected. The softkey parsing is reinitiatedas
well,so that the softkeysare again labeledwith the availablechoices
for the current cursor position(see Fig. 2).
Flexibilityis a bonus of the LALR parsing technique. When a
change or additionto the syntaxof a program is desired, it can be
made quicklywith a minimumoi impacton otherfeatures.Tablesfor
the new grammar are generated and, if required,a softkey level
templateis added or changed.A new messagemay be added to the
table of errormessages.The generalstructureof the softkeyparsing
is shownin Fig. 3.
-Brian Kerr

Fig. 1. Syntax of the editofs detetecommand. (a) Concise
syntax. (b) BNF-like grammar used to drive semantic and
softkey routines.
LALR parsing providesa convenientstructurefor 64000 application programs.When a command is parsed it is decomposed in
exactlythe same manneras the grammarused to createthe parsing
tables. Each line of the grammar is an opportunityto perform a
semanticfunction.Thus the 64000 parser acts as a driver for the
variousfunctionsa program performs.
The same featuresof LALR parsingthat drive the executingfunctions of 64000 programsare used to drive the softkeys.As a command is typed intothe commandlinethe charactersare continuously
scanned by the 64000 parser. As the various statementsof the
grammarare applied to the characterstringthe correspondinglevel
ol softkeysis selected.This parse continuesup to the presentposition of the cursor in the command line.At the end of the parse the
softkeyscorrespondingto the cursor positionare displayed.ln this
way the user is shown all of the availablechoices at that time.
Since the command line is scanned almost continuouslythe
softkeysare always consistentwith the cursor position.Becauseof
this the cursor can be moved to any position in the line and the
softkeyswilltrack the syntax.Also,the correctsoftkeylevelis dependent only on the characterscontainedin the command and not on a
sequenceof user actions.For userswho choose to type insteadot
using the softkeys and for commands that are recalled into the
command line the softkeytracking still works.
LALR parsing is deterministicin the detection of syntax errors.
When a string of charactersdoes not correspondto a permissible
seouenceas definedbv the orammarit is detectedas an error.At that

Fig,3. Softkeyoperation. lnteractions between the main program and the softkeysare well-defined and suitable for many
applications.
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dataon that sectorwill indicate if the file existsor if another
directory sector should be searched.As long as the directory is only partially full the file should either be found or
proved nonexistent with only one disc read. Directory size
has been chosento correspondto the size of the disc. This
guaranteesthat the directory will not be too full for efficient
file lookup.
Each directory entry gives the name, user identification,
and type of the file. Each entry contains pointers to the first
and last pagesof the file. This is the necessaryinformation
for accessingand deleting the file. In addition, two dates
and times arekeptforeach file. One is the dateand time that
the file was last accessed.This is modified with the system
date and time whenever the file is opened.The other is the
date and time that the file was last modified. It is updated
when the file is closed after records have been added or
rewritten. These dates provide the user with convenient
records of file use. The directory list and cassettebackup
commands use the dates as qualifiers for operations.For
example,the user can store all recently changed files with
the command storeall---filesmodifiedafterS/31/80.
Recovering Deleted Files
The linked list file structureallows for a specialfeatureof
the 64000 file managementsystem.Since deleted files are
added to the end of the free list they are still intact until the
entire free list hasbeenallocatedto other files. When a file is
deleted its directory information is transferredto a special
section of the directory. This is a circular list of files that
have been deleted. A user who has made a mistake and
deleted the wrong file can issue a recover command. This
routine searchesthe recoverablefile list for the file and if
the file is found checksto insure that its pageshavenot been
allocatedto anotherfile. If they have not, the file is restored
to the directory of activefiles. Sincethe 64000editor always
purgesthe original file and createsa new copy, the user can
recover previous versions.
File Format
All user-accessiblefiles have a similar data format. The
data is stored in variable-length records. The number of
words of data in a record is placed in the bytes immediately
preceding and following the data. Again, this symmetry
allows for bidirectional access.It also provides a meansfor
insuring the integrity of the file data.If the two lengths of a
record arenot the samethen a dataread or write error can be
assumed.
Program modules such as the editor, assembler, and
linker are called by the 64000 monitor using a system of
overlays.When a module has been selectedby the user or
the currently running module an operating systemroutine
is called to bring the correct file from the disc. Files ofthis
sort are kept in a specialnon-recordformat. They arestored
asmemory imagesthat can be read directly into the location
in memory where they will be executed.It is desirablethat
this operation be performed as quickly as possible so as to
be transparent to the user. To accomplish this the disc is
organized in a special way. Normally sectorsthat are logically adjacentin a file managementsystem are also physically adjacenton the disc. In the 64000 this is not the case.
Logically adjacent sectorsare spacedsome distance apa_rt
depending on the particular type of disc. When a sectoris
12 rewrerr,pncKARDJouRNALocroBER 1980

read the disc continues to rotate while the data is being
transmitted over the system bus and placed in the 64000
memory. By the time the next sector is requestedthe disc
has rotated so that the physical sector is in the correct
position to be read. In this way many disc rotations are
eliminated.
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System
Emulatorsfor Microprocessor
Development
by JamesB. Donnelly,GordonA. Greenley,and Milo E. Muterspaugh
IM 'U 'LATE vt : to pretend,feign. EM 'U 'LATE vt :
to equal. Until recently, the development and debugging of software for new processor-basedsystems was frequently done with the aid of simulators,which
are programsrunning on a large host computer and having
the property of simulating the instruction set and the programming model of the new or ta-rgetprocessor.After the
software was initially debugged using the simulator, further debugging of the software-hardwaresystemwas done
with the aid of debug programs and various hatdware and
software facilities that provided breakpoints, single-stepping, and other capabilities.More recently, logic analyzers
have also aided in the process.
With the introduction of microprocessor development
systems,a new tool has beenmade availableto the designer
in the form of the microprocessor emulator. Today's
emulators combine many powerful softwareand hardwar'e
developmenttools into one convenient,easy-to-usesystem
and greatly facilitate the process of integrating the
hardware and software components of newly developed

microprocessor-basedsystems.At the user interface, the
hardwareportion of the emulator replacesthe microprocessor, and in keeping with the definition of emulation, attempts to be as much like the actual microprocessor as
possible,both functionally and electrically.
The advantagesof using an emulator include the ability
to develop softwareon the actual processorto be used, the
ability to load the newly developed programs into emulation memory and executethose programs in the development hardware in real time without having to use PROMs,
thus speeding the development cycle, and the ability to
debug hardware and softwareunder very controlled conditions by.being able to run, halt, and step the processorat
will and to examine and modify registersand memory. An
additional advantageis the easewith which the emulator is
connectedto the usersystem:it simply plugs into the socket
where the microprocessorwould normally go.
Design Objectives
In developing the emulators for the 64000 Logic DeocroBER 1980HEWLETT-pAcr,qRo
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UserSystem

EmulationSystem

Flg. 1. The 64000emulatorsubsystemconsistsof a microprocessoremulator,a memoryemulator,
a logic analyzer,and a software
supportpackage.

System Description
In the 64000 System,a complete emulation system consistsof the microprocessoremulator,the memory emulator,
a logic analyzer,and a software support packagethat integratesthe hardware components into a powerful, easy-touse development tool (seeFig. 1).
The emulator system is partitioned into three interfaces:
1) the user interface,which is defined by the specifications
of the processorbeing emulated, 2) the emulation bus, a
high-speed bus that connectsthe processoremulator, the
memory emulator, and the logic analyzer, and 3) the
641004 mainframe bus, which provides for control and
communication betweenthe mainframehost processorand
the emulation system.
This architecture provides complete separation of the
host processor and memory from the emulation system.
This allows the host processorto run the emulation support
software independently of the emulator, thus relieving the
emulation processor of the burden of that overhead and
helping to meet the design goal of functional transparency.

The emulator pod contains a high-speed version of the
emulated microprocessor, interface buffers, buffer control circuitry, and an internal clock source. A fully buffered architecture is used. Some of the advantagesof this
configuration are the minimization of potential damage
from the user's breadboard and the ability of the 64000
systemto gain control of the emulation processorand continue to function even though an electrical fault may exist
in the user system. The combination of less than maximum
capacitive loading on the processorprovided by the isolation of the buffers and the use of high-speed versions of the
processorsgives the emulator the ability to operate with
little or no degradation of timing specifications in most
cases.The pod is connectedto the user's microprocessor
socket by a 30-cm dual flat cable and a 40-pin plug. Each
signal wire in the cable is isolatedfrom adjacentsignalsby
alternating ground wires with the signal wires to minimize
coupling. The pod connectsto the emulator control board
by two 1.5-mtwisted-pair flat cables.This cableis driven by
Schottky TTL buffers and is terminated in its characteristic
impedance with one wire of each pair grounded to insure
good high-speed signal quality.
The emulator control board consists of a timing section,
which converts the timing signals of a given microprocessor into the standardizedtiming requirementsof the 64000
emulation bus, various status and control registers,a 256byte memory referred to as the background memory,
background memory access control circuitry, a state
machine called the background controller, and an illegal
opcode detector. The function of the control board is to
provide timing signalsfor the emulation memory and logic
analyzer units and to provide the status and conhol interface between the emulation processorand the 64000 host
processor.

The Microprocessor Emulator
The microprocessorcomponent of the emulation system
is divided into two subassemblies,a pod external to the
64100A mainframe and a control board contained in the
641004 card cage(seeFig. 2).

The Universal Approach
Early in the emulator design phase, it appeared that it
might be possibleto identify certainfunctions of the control
board that could be considered independent of microprocessortype and that these functions could be designed

velopment System,the principal objectivewas to maximize
transparencyto the user and the user's system.This objective was applied to both the functional and the electrical
aspectsof the emulator.
Functionally, transparencywas defined to mean that the
user must not be deprived of or restricted in the use of any
addressspace,instructions, interrupt systems,or other features normally availablein the microprocessorbeing emulated.
Electrically, transparency means that the design of the
emulator must minimize degradationin timing and electrical loading, so that the emulator will operatein the user's
system as much like the emulated processoras possible.

14 newrerr-pacKAFDJoURNAL
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MlcroprocessorEmulatol
control Board

Address Data

into a universal architecture, which could then become the
core of several emulators. The result of this effort became
known as the breeder board. It consists of a printed ciruit
board containing the interface buffers, status and conhol
registers, background memory and access control,
backgroundconholler, and illegal opcodedetector,plus an
undefined wirerwap section to be used by the designer in
breadboarding the timing section, which is the principal
difference between the various microprocessors.To date,
the breeder board has been the basis for three control boards
that servea total offive distinct microprocessorsdepending
on the pod selected.
For HP, this approach has had the obvious advantage of
more efficient use of engineering resources and shortened
design cycles. The customer has also benefited by virtue of
the fact that a common architecture results in a degree of
consistency and continuity in the operating characteristics
of the various emulators, thus reducing learning time. In
addition, this approachhas made it possiblefor some control boards to serve more than one microprocessor by just
changing the pod.
Functional Description
In operation, the emulator exists in one of two states,
foreground or background. In the foreground state, the
emulator appears to the user system as a standard microprocessorand executesuser-written code, which may be
physically resident in either user memory or emulation
memory or a mixture of both, depending on how the user's
memory spacehas been mapped. It is worthwhile to note
that even though physical memory such as ROM may exist
at a given addressspacein a user's system,it is possibleto
overlay that memory with 64000 emulation memory for
code patching and debugging purposes.
In the background state,execution in the user system is
suspended and the processor appears halted to the user

Flg.2. The 64000 emulator and
flosl processor have separate
buses so the host processor can
run the emulation software independently of the emulator, thus
helping to makethe emulatorfunctionallytransparentto the user and
fhe user's system.

system. The apparent halted state at the user interface is
synthesized by manipulation of the pod buffers while the
processor is actually running under 64000 system control
in background memory. While in background, all inputs
from the user system are inhibited to prevent possible user
system interference with the execution of emulator
background tasks.
Two important features of the 64000 emulators are key to
the achievementof the functional transparencydesign objective. The first is the concept of background memory and
the second is the means by which conhol is transferred
between the user system and the 64000 system, that is,
between foreground and background.
Background memory is a 256-byteRAM resident on the
emulator control board. This memory is physically distinct
from any memory either in the user system or on the emulation memory board (see"Emulation Memory" below), and
does not occupy any of the user's address space. The
background memory is accessible to both the emulation
processorand the 64000 host processorand servesas the
primary communication link between the two. The 64000
host processorloads various registerunloading and register
and memory read/modify routines into background memory and these routines are then executed by the emulation
processor when it is transferred from foreground to
background.
Transfer of the emulation processor from foreground to
backgroundis initiated by the occurrenceof a break condition. A break may originate in any one of fdur sources. It
may come from the logic analyzer unit after a specified
condition has been met, from the emulation memory unit
because of an illegal memory reference or write to ROM,
from the processoremulator control board as a result of an
illegal opcodefetch, or from the host processor,for example
when the user enters a kevboard command for the emulator
to stop.
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A prime consideration in choosing the means for transferring control of the processor was the need to have some
method that is independent of processor type, since the
universal architecture of the control board was intended to
work with a variety of processors.For example,a nonmaskable interrupt (NMD might be a reasonableway to seize
conhol of a processor,but some,such as the 8080, have no
NMI. This need led to the use of a technique of jamming
addressesindependent of the addressesbeing generatedby
the processoronto the emulation background memory addressbus at the appropriate time in the processorinstruction cycle. This causesthe opcodefetch to be returned to the
processorfrom background memory.
The jamming processis synchronizedby the background
controller to the first opcode fetch cycle following the occurence of a break condition. This processsimultaneously
inhibits the user interface buffers and the address buffers
from the processorto the background memory while enabling the jam addresscounter onto the bus. The lam address counter generatesconsecutive addressesstarting at
00H for the length of one full instruction cycle. The length
of the jam count is elastic, since state transitions of the
controller occur on opcode fetch cycles and so the count
length is a function of the instruction loaded into address
00H. Typically, a call instruction is used in the background
code as the first inshuction. The use of this type of instruction servestwo purposes.First, the processorrespondsby
placing the program counter on the stack. The stack is
always in the same two locations in background memory
regardlessof where the processorstack pointer is set be16 rewrErr-pncKABDJouRNALocroBEB 1980
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Fig, 3. Ihe emulatorexistsin one
of two states, foreground or
background. The background
controller, a four-state state
machine, controls the transfer of
the emulator processor from
foreground to background and
vice versa. This chart shows details of the background entrylexit
process.

causethe addressbus is being jammed by the jam counter.
This information is later used to determine where to send
the processorwhen the emulator is returned to the foreground state.Second,the program counteris changedto the
starting addressof the backgroundprogram, which results
in transferring program control to the background memory
when the jam cycle is terminated on the next opcodefetch.
Functionally, this process may be viewed as a hardware
implementation of a nonmaskableinterrupt that is independent of processortype (Fig. 3).
The backgroundcontroller is a statemachine having four
states:jam background,idle background,exit background,
and foreground (seeFig. ). State transitions occur at the
beginning of opcode fetch cycles that are coincident with
other qualifying events.
The background controller enters the idle background
state on the next fetch following the beginning of the jam
cycle previously described.This returns control of the addressbus to the emulator processorwhich beginsexecuting
the background entry program. During this time, registers
are unloaded, return addressesare computed, and so on.
Following the completion of thesetasks,the processorenters a jump self loop called tRap where it awaits further
direction from the host processor.
The host processorcommunicateswith and controls the
emulator processorindirectly through the medium of the
backgrotind memory. This is possiblebecausethe memory
is designed so that the host processorcan read or modify
backgroundmemory at the sametime the emulator processor is executingcodein that memory. The method of control

Flg. 4, Backgroundcontrollertransitiondiagram.
involves the host processorloading a program or programs
into background memory and then changing the jump address of TRAPon the fly to coincide with the starting address of the desired background program. The emulator
processorreadsthe new jump addressand transfersto that
point.
The exit backgroundstateis initiated when the host processorcausesthe emulator processorto make an opcode
fetch from a dedicatedbackgroundaddresscalled ExIT.The
background controller recognizesthe fetch from EXITand
makesthe statetransition. The opcodeloaded into location
EXIT is a jump instruction and the following bytes contain
the addressof the desired foreground enty point.
The hansition from the exit background state to foreground immediately follows on the next opcodefetch cycle.
At this point, the program counterof the emulatorprocessor
has been transferred to the foreground entry address by
virtue of the previous jump instruction. The background
controller hardware simultaneously enables the user interface buffers and switches the program source from
backgroundmemory to foreground memory, which may be
either user memory or emulation memory as determinedby
the memory mapper.
The processof entering and exiting background described
here is employed in all caseswhere it is necessaryfor the
host systemto control the emulator processor.An example
of this is single-stepping,where the emulator is returned to
foreground for a single instruction cycle and then immediately jammed into background. Continuous stepping and
non-real-timeanalysis are done in a similar manner.
Emulation Memory
The emulation memory consistsof the memory emulator
control board and from one to four emulation memory
boards.Eachfully loaded memory board contains32K bytes

of static memory.
The memory conholler interfaces the emulation memory
to the mainframe and the emulator system. The emulator
has the full bandwidth of the emulation memory. If the
mainframe wants to access the emulation memory, the
mainframe cycles are held off until the emulator completes
its memory cycle. A mainframe cycle is then attempted and
a flag is set if there was sufficient time to complete the
mainframe memory read. (Only mainframe read cycles are
allowed while the emulator is accessing the emulation
memory, since write cycles may not be interrupted.) This
feature lets the user dynamically watch the memory while
the emulation processoris running, provided that sufficient
dead time is available.
The memory controller provides mapping of the target
processor'saddressspaceinto 64 blocks ofequal size.This
is accomplishedby placing a mapper RAM in serieswith
the six highest-order addresslines from the emulator. Each
block can contain from 256 bytesto 32,768bytes depending
on the address bus size and whether the data bus is B or 16
bits wide for the processorbeing emulated, The mapping
feature allows the available memory (aslittle as 8K bytes) to
be placed anywhere in the emulated processor'saddress
space.For an 8-bit processor,such as the 8080, eachavailable block of memory can be placed anywherefrom 0 to 64K
in 1K increments. The mapper also provides status bits for
each block of memory. The status bits tell the emulator
whether that block of memory is RAM, ROM or undefined.
The memory controller sendsa break to the emulator if an
illegal memory operation is performed, such as a write to
ROM.
Emulator Software
The purpose of the emulator software is to provide a
friendly interface for the user to verify program code in a
hardware configuration that emulates the end product, a
microprocessor-based
system,Hardware resourcesusedby
the 64000 Systememulator software include the processor
emulator, the memory emulator (up to 64K bytes),and the
logic analyzer unit, which provides 256 statesof address,
data, status,and count data.
The first task for the user is configuration assignment,
that is, specifying the configuration of the hardware (see
Fig. 5). This includes
1. Processorclock (internal or external)
2. Illegal opcode detection (enableor disable)
3. Real-timerun control (enableor disable)
4. Memory assignmentfor 64 equal addressranges.Each
range can be assignedas emulation memory, usermemory, or illegal, and as RAM or ROM.
5. Simulated I/O control addressesfor display, printer,
keyboard, RS-232-Cinterface,and disc file(s).
Once the hardware configuration has been set up, the information can be stored in a user-specifiedfile so that repeated emulate sessionscan be initialized without repeating the configuration assignmenttask.
The next user task is loading program code. This is accomplished by specifying the file name of the user program
codefile. The configuration and/orload-memoryfile names
may be specified when the emulate command is initiated.
For example, the following command may be given:
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Fig. 5. fo use the emulator,the usermust firstspecifythe
hardwareand memoryconfiguration.
emulateCONFIGload memoryPROGNAME
This command brings in the emulate software, initializes
the hardware resources(processor,memory, etc.) as previously stored in CONFIG,and then loads memory with code
from PROGNAME.
After the emulatorhasbeenconfiguredand programcode
loaded. the user can start an emulate session.There are a
variety of ways for the user to debug program flow. These
include:
1. Execution control, such as run, step, stop, trace commands
2. Display options, such as registers,memory, trace
3. Modify options, such as registersor memory
4. Simulated UO control.
Execution Control
Upon entry to the emulate module, the statusof the processoremulator is "ready" and the module is waiting for the
next command. Commandsthat may be used include run,
stepand stop.Thesecommands have the following syntax:
run ffrom address][until term]

run processor at current
programcounter or specified address.A stop term
may be specified.

Fig, 6. A typical trace display showing program flow in
mnemonic form.
provided for user convenience. This means that any expression may contain symbolic references. For example, the
following trace specification may be given:
trace after SYMBOL
The user may also make the following
specification:

type of trace

trace after register c : 3
This causes the system to single-cycle the emulator processor and perform the specified trace. The emulator software
tries to do the specified task in real time, but if the user
makes a specification beyond the real-time analysis
capabilities of the system, then the emulator processor is
cycled to perform the specification. The trace command can
be a complex specification. For example consider the folIowing trace commands:
trace in sequence0A0CH then o63EH
trigger after 00A7H
This specification can be accomplished in a pseudo-run

step processor one instruction or specified number
of instructions
stop processor

step Inumber instructions]
stop processor

The processor may be stopped by an illegal opcode (if
enabled), an illegal memory reference, completion of the
analysis, or a user command.

Real-TimeTraceCommand
The trace commandallows the user to view program
flow. The commandis simply:
uace
The resultant trace display shows program flow in
menomic form and may look as shown in Fig. 6.
When the program code is loaded,the symbol file is also
18 nrwlerr-pacKARDJoURNAL
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Fig.7. A trace display for a complex trace specification

Fig. 8. A display of the emulator processor reglsters.
mode, that is, the processor can run in real time to 0A0CH
and stop, then run in real time to 063EH, and so on. The
displayed trace might be as shown in Fig. Z.

DisplayOptions
Thedisplayoptionsincluderegisters,
memory,andhace.
An exampleof a display of the processorlegistersis as
shown in Fig. B.
Memory displays can be of any assignedmemory. Modes
of display include absolute, mnemonic, offset, and
dynamic. The absolutemode displays memory in hexadecimal and ASCII, as shown in Fig. 9. The mnemonic mode
displays memory as opcodes,mnemonically, as shown in
Fig. 10.
In the offset mode, displayed addressesare offset by a
specifiedvalue. The dynamic mode displaysmemory using
a sampled mode (not real time).
Tracedisplays show the results of analysisdata.Modes of
display include:
1. Mnemonic, to display opcodesmnemonically
2. Absolute, to display all data in hexadecimal
3. Packed,to group data by opcode
4. Unpacked, to display all data without grouping
5. Address offset,to display addressesoffsetby a specified

Fig. 10. A mnemonic-mode
memorydisplay,showingmemory as opcodes.
value.This featureallows the user to view program code
with addressesas they €ueon the assemblerlisting.
Modify Options
The modify commands include:
1. modifyregister,to modify any specified register
2, modify memory,to modify any specified memory to a
specified value.
Simulated l/O
Simulated I/O control allows the user to use 64000 inpuU
output facilities until the real VO system can be interfaced to
the processor.Since this is done in a sampledmode, not in
real time, it is called simulatedUO.The generalprocedureis
to give the control address for the I/O device desired, followed by a status byte specifying the type of request. Any
additional parametersare placed after the control address.
The standard I/O devices are display, printer, RS-232-C
interface, keyboard, and disc files. Display requests are
open,close,roll lines 1-18up and write to line 18, setrow
(1-18)and column (1-80),and write to row/column.printer
requestsare open, close,and write line. RS-z32-Crequests
are set conhols/modes,read status,read/write single byte,
and read/write buffer data. Keyboard requests are open,
close,set mode,read line, and read specialkeystrokes.Disc
file requestsarecreate(up to 6 files), open,close,position to
record, read/write record, and change file name.
Conclusion
The 64000 emulation system,with wholly separatehost
and emulation processorarchitecture,buffered pod for isolation and protection from the user system,the background
memory concept,and a novel method of host and emulation
systeminteraction, provides a new level of transparencyto
the user system and offers unrestricted use of the full addressspace,interrupt systems,and all other functions of the
microprocessorbeing emulated. This, coupled with flexible memory mapping, real-time analysis unit and an integratedsoftwaresupport package,provides a powerful emulation tool in a new microprocessordevelopment system.

Fig, 9. An absolute-mode memory display, showing memory
in hexadecimaland ASCIl.
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Compiler
The Pasca1164000
and JacquesGregoriBourque
by lzagmal. Alonso-Velez
ASCAL IS A STRUCTUREDcomputer programming
language rich in control and data structures that
make programming natural, that is, the Pascalstrucstures are close to the way one would express the same
concepts in English. The block structure of Pascal encourages the programmer to write modular and well-structured
programs, and features such as type checking force the
programmer to understand the program Iogic in detail before and during program development. The fact that the
program is well structured and written in a way that is
natural to the programmer makes understanding of the
program easier, both at the time it is being developed (for
debugging purposes) and later when it needs to be changed
(for maintenance purposes). In summary, Pascal makes
program development easier and more enjoyable all the
way from the moment of conceptualization, through writing and debugging the program, to maintaining it at a later
time.
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Pascal/64000
A compiler is a program that translates a high-level computer programming language into low-level machine language instructions. Effectively, the compiler simulates a
high-level language machine.
The Pascal/64000 compiler is designed to translate programs vr,'rittenin Pascal into code for microprocessors. It is
implemented as a subset of the language definition given by
fensen and Wirth,l but several options and extensions have
been added to the language to make it more appropriate for
microprocessor programming.
Extensions include type-changing capabilities, an
OTHERWISEclause for the CASE statement, the BYTE standard type (for microprocessors with byte addressing
capabilities), some standard procedures such as SHIFT and
SHIFTC for manipulating data and aonR for getting at the
address of a variable, separate compilation of modules fin
standard Pascal the whole program has to be compiled in a

single module), constantexpressions,and HEx, OCTALand
BINARYbases.
One of the options available in the compiler allows the
user to declarevariablesand proceduresas GLOBALor EXTERNALfor separatecompilation. This also permits the use
of routines not written in Pascal.These routines can be
declared as EXTERNALin the Pascalprogram and, as long as
the parameterpassingis compatiblewith the Pascalcalling
sequence,they can then be called and used from the Pascal
source program. The Pascal compiler subroutine calling
sequenceis fully documented to allow the programmer to
use non-Pascalroutines.
Other important options include the capability of
separatingdata from program code (for example,data can
be allocated to RAM and program code to ROM) and the
accessingof absoluteaddresses(can be used to implement
memory mapped I/O).
The following is a list of compiler options and a short
description of each. It is important to note that the programmer who prefers standard Pascal can ignore all the
options and extensionsand write portable standardPascal
programs.
$ANSION$,gANSrOFF$
ONcausesa warning messageto be issuedfor any feature
of Pascal/64000that is not part of standard Pascal.Default: oFF.
$ASM__-FILE$
This option causesthe compiler to create a source file
containing the equivalent assemblersource information
of the program being compiled. This sourcefile (named
ASMsoss)is acceptableto the assemblerfor the B0Bb
microprocessor. If the LIST-CODE option is ON the
ASM808sfile also containsintermixed Pascalsourcelines
as assemblercomments.Default: OFF.
$DEBUGON$,$DEBUGOFF$
ON causesall arithmetic operations with bytes and integersto call externallibrary routines, which insure that no
overflow, underflow, or divide-by-zerooperationsoccur.
Default: oFF.
$EMIT-CODEON$,$EMIT-CODE OFF$
ON specifiesthat executablecode is to be emitted to the
relocatablecode file. Default: ON.
$END_ORG$
Usedafterthe ORGoption to return the variableallocation
to the previous mode.

EXTVARoFFis encounteredto be declaredExTERNAL.
No
local storageis allocated in this module for such variables.Default: oFF.
ON$,$GLOBPROC
OFF$
$GLOBPROC
ON causes all main-block procedures defined until the
subsequentGLOBPROC
OFFis encounteredto be declared
GLOBALso they may be accessedby other modules. Default: oFF.
ON$,$GLOBVAR
OFF$
$GLOBVAR
ONcausesall main-block variablesdefined until the subsequent GLOBVAROFF is encountered to be declared
GLOBALso they may be accessedby other modules. Default: opF.
$LrsToN$, $LrsToFF$
ON causesthe sourcefile to be copied to the list file. OFF
suppressesthe listing exceptfor lines that contain errors.
Default: oN.
$LIST-CODEON$,$LIST-CODEOFF$
ON specifies that the program list file will contain the
symbolic form (assemblylanguage)of the codeproduced
intermixed with the source lines. Default: oFF.
$OPTIMIZEON$, $OPTMIZEOFF$
ON causescertain run time checksto be ignored, such as
prechecking the range values of a CASEstatement. This
mode will typically produce somewhatsmaller and faster
modules that are susceptibleto bad fout of range)data at
run time. This option should only be used for wellstructured programs that have been thoroughly debugged. Default: OpF.
$ORGnumberg
All variables declared until END_ORG is encountered
will be allocated sequential absolute addressesstarting
from the number specified.
$PAGE$
Causesa form feed to be output to the listing file. Default:
NULL.
ON$,$RECURSIVE
$RECURSIVE
OFF$
ON causesall proceduresdeclared until the subsequent
RECURSIVE
OFFis encounteredto be compiled to allow
recursiveor reentrantcalling sequences.OFFcausesproceduresto be compiled in a static mode which does not
allow for recursive or reentrant calling sequences.Default: ON.

ON$,$SEPARATE
ON$,EXTENSIONS
$EXTENSIONS
$SEPARATE
OFF$
OFF$
ON enables the separation of program, con'stants,and
ON allows the programmer to use the microprocessordata,such that program code and constantsare put in the
oriented extensionsto the Pascallanguage.OFFdisallows
the use of these language extensions. The extensions
PROGrelocatableareaand datais put in the DATArelocatinclude functional type changing, the addressfunction,
able area.OFFputs all program code, constants,and data
the BYTEdatatype, buiit-in functions, SHIFTandSHIFTC,
into the PROGrelocatablearea.Default: Of'F.
and nondecimal constant representations.EXTENSIONS
ON turns RECURSIVE
OFFand vice versa. Default: OFf.
$TITLE"string"g
The first 50 characters of the string are moved into the
header line printed at the top of each subsequentpage.
$EXTVARON$,$EXTVAROFF$
Default: NULL.
ON causes all variables defined until the subsequent
ocroBER 1990HEwLETT-pAcreno
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Program Debugging with Pascal/64000
by P. Alan McDonley
High-levellanguages allow a programmerto create algorithms
steps.Duringthe
logicallywithoutconcernfor processor-dependent
debug phase ol programdevelopmentusing the target machine
emulator,a programmermusttrace the programin machinecode, a
languagedifferentfrom the sourcecode language,such as Pascal,
that was used to design the algorithm.
Pascal/64000generatesrelocatablesymbolic informationduring
the codegenerationpass(pass2)to helpthe userdebug programs.
In particular,
the usercan requestan expandedlisting(see Fig. 1).
This listingcontainsthe assemblylanguagesource statementscorrespondingto the machinecode placed in the relocatablefile, intermixedwith the originalPascalsourcelines.All of the symbolsand
assemblylanguagesource
labelsused in the compiler-generated
linesareavailableduringemulationto easethe user'stranslationfrom
the originalPascalto the machinecode seenwhentracingexecution.
In Fig. 1, the leftmostnumberis the sourcelinenumber.Nextis a
relocatableoffset,and next a level number.Beloweach line are the
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relocatableoffset,opcode and mnemonicequivalentof the code put
in the relocatablefile.
The user interactswith the emulatorusing statementssuch as:
run from DISPLAY -qNSWERuntil LINE-17

or
displaymemoryANSWER

is the nameof a global procedurein the listing
whereorsprev-answEn
above, unE-rz is a local symbolthat the compilergeneratedfor line
is the nameof a globalvariable.Using
17 of the source,and ANSWEB
this listing,the programmercan modifyvariablesand execute segmentsof a procedureor programseparately,so that each part may
be proved correct and the interactionsmore closely followed.
Global and externalvariablesmay be accessed by name during
emulation.Local variablesare renamedby the compilerand may be
inspectedand modifiedusingthe new namefoundin the expanded
listing.In the listingabove oRtvER-ois the local name of DISPLAY-INoEx.To use specificvariablesfor debugging purposes,the user may
declarethem to be oLoerL.This option causesthe symbolname (up
to 15 characters)to be sent to the linker as a global symbol in the
relocatablefile.
Traditionally,when errors are detected during execution, anter
mediateresultsare printed at run time and errorsare narrowedto a
few lines of source code, which can then be proved incorrect by
hand execution.Much trme can be spent with this type of program
development.
Run time library routines may have features to aid the user in
debugging programsor may be designedfor final product use,
BYo error messagewould
where errorsare not expected.A otvtstoN
mean littleto the grocery storeclerk attemptingto weigh tomatoes.
The Pascal/64000debug library provides the user with range
checking for arithmeticoperations, protection against misuse of
dynamic memoryspace, and detectionof some other types of nonfatalerrors,Whenan erroroccurs,programexecutionis suspended
to allow the input parametersand program flow at the error to be
th€ valueof
examined.By listinglocal symbolsin a file called Derrors,
each registerand the addressof the callingroutineare displayed.
Whenan
Fig. 2 shows a sample listingof the local symbolsin Derrors
error is detected,the program counter address at which program
executionstops is displayed.Matchingthis addresswiththe upper
listingrevealsthetype of
addressesin the middlecolumnof the oerrors
errorthat causedexecutionto stop.The lowerentriesin the rightmost
column of the listingshow the valuesof the registerspassed to the
0itEfH
OHATH
otl9cH
0[:[6f
0ea7H
0894H
oEAOft
0[9aH
OE:EA4
0Efi.9H
OLEFII
OE.[::AFI
0raEDft
OiiI.:{:H
O[:EF'I1
0Eut:Fr
O[.87H
0r:[:6h

0Jh
OI]H
08H
BDFI
OaH
08H
oaH
i]ilH
7FH
6€tfl
A;III
A1H
46Fl
DDH
B7H
20H
DJH
IiDH

crnFrlitt.n

Fig.1, Expandedlistingof relocatablecode produced by the
Pascal164000compiler contains assembly language state'
ments intermixed with the original Pascal source /lnes. Ihls
makesprogram debugging easier.
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Fig.2. A typical listing of local symbols,program countel
addresses,and register contentsat the point where an error is
detected. Knowing the address at which program execution
stops, the user can d etermine the type of error from this Ii stin g.

routinethat detectedthe error.
By viewingthe stack, the current state of each recursioninto
proceduresand functionscan alsobe determined.In all,withthe aid
of the 64000emulatorsar,dPascal,the productivity
of microprocessor softwaredesignersis raised substantially.
Pascal/64000
has
beendesignedto supportthe userwithoutknowingthe user'sconfiguration,providingthe tools needed to code efficientlyfor microprocessorsin a high-levellanguage.
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$WARN OFF$, $WARN OFF$
ON specifies that the warning messageswill be displayed
and written to the listing file. OFF specifies that only error
messageswill be displayed and listed. Default: ON.

tion about errorsin the list file aswell. Errorsarelisted even
if the NOLISToption is on. In the event of errors the compiler doesnot generaterelocatablecode;the code generator
is not evokedand only the listing secondpassis executed.

$WIDTH number$
The number determines the number of significant characters in the source line. Additional characters are iqnored.
Default: rzo.

Intermediate Languages
Intermediatelanguageshave been implemented as zeroa d d r e s s ,o n e - a d d r e s s t, w o - a d d r e s s ,a n d t h r e e - a d d r e s s
forms. Only the three-addressform can explicitly describe
eachofthe sourceand result operandsof a binary operation.
Each of the other methods has some implicitly specified
operands.
The zero-addressform usesa datastack,where all source
and result operandsare implicitly found. Loads and stores
are equivalent to stack push and pop operations. Binary
operations assume that both source operands are on the
stackbeforethe instruction. They are popped after the operation and the result is pushed onto the stack.This form of IL
is generally well suited to top-down or recursive-descent
compilers, since it allows for the generation of an IL for a
particular languageconstruct at the first possible moment
after semantic recognition. It is the IL used in the popular
P-codeversions of the portable Pascalcompiler.
The one-addressform uses a single implicit register as
part of each IL instruction. All operationsmay operateon
this single register or on this register and memory.
The two-addressform uses a fixed number of registers
and allows an IL instruction to operateexplicitly on a pair of

In accordance with the 64000 design philosophy, the
Pascal compiler is designed to be easy to use and have
capabilities that, combined with emulation, provide powerful debugging tools. Any global procedure or variable can
be addressed by name from emulation, and program statements can be accessedby their Pascal program source line
numbers.
The compiler is evoked by pressing the softkey labeled
compile. The softkeys then guide the user to the available
options. The first line of the source program is a special
compiler directive that indicates to the compiler which
microprocessor it is to compile for. The microprocessor
name appears embedded in quotes: "8085", "ZBO", and so
on. During compilation the status line of the 64100A displays the compiler status at each point.

lmplementation
Pascal/64000is implemented in two passes (Fig. 1). The
first pass reads the Pascal source program and checks for
enors. If no errors are found the compiler generates data for
the second pass or code generator. This data consists ofan
intermediate language (IL), which contains the information
from the source program that the second pass needs to
generate code for the given microprocessor. The code
generator then reads the IL and from it produces the relocatable code to perform the operations described by the programmer in the original Pascal source program.
If errors are found during the first pass, the compiler
writes the errors to the display. At the end of compilation
the display also makes available to the programmer a summary of the meaning of each error found in the program. If a
Iist file has been indicated. the compiler includes informa-

Fig. 1. Pasca/164000
is a two-passcompiler. fhe flrst pass
reads the Pascal source program, checks for errors, and
produces an tntermediatelanguage (lL). The second pass
generatescode for a specified mrcroprocessor.
pT
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registersor on a register and memory. A pair of operands
may be specified for each instruction and the result of an
operation goesinto one of the specified operands(usually
one of the explicit registers).
By allowing each source and result operand to be
explicitly described,the three-addressform permits the IL
description of a program to be more suitablefor translation
to target processorswith any type of stack or register architecture.The other three forms with their implicit result
operands are more conveniently translated to target
machines with a stack architecture (zero-addressIL),
single-registerarchitecture (one-addressIL), or multipleregisterarchitecture (two-addressIL).
PascaU64000Intermediate Language
The Pascal/64000compiler generatesrelocatableobject
code for microprocessorsfrom an intermediate language
(IL) temporary file createdby the compiler during pass 1.
This IL file is logically equivalent to the original source
program. The code generatormodule (pass 2) createsthe
machine-specificobject code relocatablefile from this IL
file.
The Pascal/64000compiler usesa three-address(or quadruples) IL. The four parts of a quadruple are the instruction
or operation,the leftmost sourceitem, the rightmost source
item, and the result. For example, the Pascalexpression:
A: = B-C;
would cause generation of the intermediate language
quadruple:
SUBB,C,A

SubtractC from B, storeresultin A.

For comparison,the equivalentcodeusing a zero-address
IL (the P-code portable Pascal compilers use this form)
would generatethe following IL instructions:
LOAD B
LOAD C
SUB
STORE A

Push value of B onto stack
Push value of C onto stacx
Subtract first stack item from second, pop
both, push result onto stack
Pop stack into A.

For a one-address IL the following instructions are
equivalent:
LOAD B
SUB C
STORE A

Load accumulator with B
Subtract C from accumulator
Store accumulator into A.

For a two-addressIL the following instructions are equivalent:
LOAD r,B
SUBr,C
STOREr,A

Loadregisterr with B
SubtractC from register
Storeregisterinto A.

For this example the number of IL instructions for each
form of IL is in the ratio of 4:3:3:1 for zero-address,oneaddress, two-address and three-address forms, respectively. Some important results for optimization can be in24 newuErr-plcKARD
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ferred from the compactnessof quadruple IL representations. It is time-consuming for a code generatorto analyze
multiple IL instructions to detectpatternsfor optimization.
Since the quadruple form of IL packsmore information in a
single instruction, it simplifies the effort to generate
reasonablyefficient object code for a specific target microprocessor.
Each operand of a Pascal/64000intermediate language
quadruple has an explicit operandtype, which specifiesits
addressingmode as a memory location (absolute,relocatable or external) or as an implied address(immediate conThe mapping of these
stant or temporary pseudo-address).
operandtypesto a specificmicroprocessorinstruction setis
left to the code generator.Some processorswith limited
memory accessingmodes use a purely static (but relocatable) form for all explicit memory references.For these processorsrecursion is supported by additional run time
routines to permit safe recursive calling sequences.For
other processorswith more sophisticatedmemory accessing modes (particularly if register and stack relative
addressingis available)dataand parametersareallocatedto
the stack in a more traditional dynamic local memory allocation scheme.
Most optimizations implemented by the Pascal/64000
compiler are local optimizations performed by the pass 2
code generator specific to the target processor.However,
some optimization of expressionevaluationis done during
pass 1. Expressionsare built into trees as they are being
parsed. The IL generator traverses these trees before
generatingthe IL instructions and attemptsto minimize the
number of temporaryresults neededto evaluatethe expression. These expressiontreesare also used to discover constant expressions,which are folded into a single constant
before any IL is generated.It is possible to perform some
global optimizations during pass1, and this may allow for a
reduction in the size of the IL file.
Code Generation
The intermediate language representationof Pascal/
64000 contains all the information needed to create
processor-specificcode equivalent to the source program.
The translation of the intermediatelanguageto relocatable
code for a specific target microprocessoris guided by the
limitations of the target processor'sinstruction set.
All programs must eventually fit into a system that has
been implemented in a specific hardware configuration,
usually with some fixed memory size. Generally,if more
memory is required in a specific implementation, it will
cost more to design and produce that system.The speedof
program executionis generally less important, in the sense
that specific program modules that consume a large
percentageof program executiontime can almost alwaysbe
reprogrammedto execute faster. With these observations
concerning the relative importance of memory use and
executiontime, code generationpatternshave been chosen
to minimize memory use rather than executiontime where
obvious tradeoffs can be made.
Two areaswhere the memory minimization objectivecan
have a significant impact on the structural form of the code
generation patterns are the use of static versus dynamic
allocationof memory for parametersand local variablesand

The 64000 Linker
by James B. Stewart
The 64000 linkertakes relocatableobject files generatedby the
assembleror Pascalcompilerand combinesthem to producean
executable absolute file. The linker resolvessymbolic references
betweenrelocatablefiles(linking).lt alsoassignsrelocatablecode to
an absolutelocationin the target processor'slogicaladdressspace
and changes memory referencesto reler to the absolute memory
The linkerwas designedwith three major
locations(relocation).
to be easyto use,
goals:to supporta wide varietyof microprocessors,
and to providethe user with a complete set of featuresto facilitate
systems.
linkingrelocatablemodulesfor complexmicroprocessor
The designer of a microprocessorsystem needs to control the
locationsof code and data in memory.Beforethe widespreaduse of
linkers,this was done by codingthe entiresystemin one assembly
languageprogramwithfixedabsoluteaddresses.A smallchangein
the code requiredthat the entire system be reassembled.Besides
beingtime-consuming,
this made it difficultfor multipledesignersto
work concurrentlyon the same software.
A relocating linker overcomes these problems. Each program
segment may be developed and assembled independently.The
At
designerspecifiesto the assemblerthatthe code is relocatable.
into
linktime,the relocatable
code lrommultiplefilesis concatenated
one continuouspiece of memory.
The 64000 assembler and linker provide the user with several
relocatableareas. The assembly language statementsoRG,PRoc,
defrnethe relocatabilityof code. onc definescode to
oerl, and corr.rN
are general-purpose
be absoluteor nonrelocatable.pBoGand DATA
relocatloncountersthat allowthe userto partitioncode to be loaded
at differentmemorylocations,for exampleall programin ROMand all
data in RAM.covN soecifiesthat the data be relocatedto the same
startingaddressas the coMNfrom all otherrelocatablemodules.This
is similar to unnamed coMrvoNin FORTAN.When the relocatable
modulesare linked,the userprovidesthe startingaddressesfor the
pRoc,DArA,
and coranrelocatablecode. To providegreaterflexibility,
areas.Forexample
the user may defineseveralpRoc,oern,and coL4N
onu, and coN,4N
areaslor liles A and"Bmay start at memory
the pRoG,
locations1000H,2000H,and 3000Hrespectively,and for filesC and
D at locations8000H, E000H,and 3000H.
A loadmap and a cross-reference
tablemay be generatedfor each
link.The loadmap (Fig.1) describesthe finalmemorylocationsof all
relocatablefiles. The linker also keeps track of memory use and
warnsthe user if any conflictsexist,A "memoryoverlap"errormessage is given for any memory that has been allocated more than
once.
A featureof the 64000 linkerknown as no-loadallowsthe user to
design overlaysinto the system.Any subset of the relocatablefiles
may be declaredto be no-loaded.Thissubsetis linkedand relocated
with the files that are not no-loaded.The only differenceis that the
absolute file generated by the linker contains no code from the
no-loadedrelocatablefiles.Forexample,supposethe user has 6000
bytes of code and data, but only 4000 bytes of physicalmemory.lt
may be possibleto use overlaysto partitionthe programinto pieces
that will fit in 4000 bytes. This is done by creating two separate
absolutefiles.The first containsone set of relocatableroutinesplus
the shared routinesand data, The second containsthe remaining
relocatableroutines,also linkedto the sharedroutinesand data.The
shared routinesand data would be no-loaded in the case of the
secondabsolutefile.
All 64000emulatorsallowthe userto debug programsusingthe
usefulwhendealsymbolsfromthe sourcecode.Thisis particularly
ing with the relocatedcode, since the user doesn't have to know
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Fig. 1. A load map may be generated each time the 64000
linker is used. Themap shows lhe final memorylocations of all
relocatablefiles.
wherein memorythe linkerput the code. Any locationin memorymay
be referred to by its symbolic name or its absolute address. To
accomplishthis, the assembleroutputsthe entire symbol table for
each sourceprogram.Whenthe relocatablecode is linked,its relocation addressesare saved so they may be used during emulationto
find the absolute values of symbols. The linker also generatesa
symbolfileof globalsymbols.Thisfilehastwo uses.lt is usedby the
emulator,along with assemblersymbol tables,to provide symbolic
debugging.lt may also be used in subsequentlinksto preloadthe
linker'ssymboltable.This featurehas uses in overlaysand in reducing linkingand downloadtime in largesystems.
A table-drivenarchitectureallowsthe linkerto supporta varietyof
target processors.Informationin each relocatablefile defines the
intendedtarget processor.Each supportedprocessorcorresponds
to a systemdisc file.Thisfile is used by the linkerto configureitselffor
the particularprocessor.
The configurationfilescontaintwo basic types of information:general informationsuch as word width and addressing space, and
tablesor seouencesof instructionsfor the linker.Thedifferentinstruction types and addressing modes allowed in the target processor
correspondto entry points in the linkertable.
Withinthe assembler-generatedrelocatablefiles, each operand
address is tagged as eitherabsolute(no relocatron),pnoorelocatarelocatable,or Exrernalreference.Reble, oern relocatable,cor\,4N
locatableand externaltags containa referenceto an entrypointin the
processor-dependentlinkertable. Knowingthe relocatabilityof the
operand,the linkerfirstcomputesitsabsoluteaddress,independent
of the target processor.lt then followsthe instructionsin the linker
table to generatethe actual operand. The table allows operations
such as shifts,masks and compares,which may be performedon
variousoperandssuch as the absoluteaddress,the currentprogram
counter,or constants.In the 6800 microprocessor,for example,the
operandaddirectaddressingmode requiresthat an instruction's
The linkertablefor handling
dressbe in the rangeO<address<255.
the direct addressingmode performsthe followingoperations:
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LOADWORD= ABSOLUTE-ADDRESS
TEMP: OFFH
lF LOADWORD> TEMPTl-iEN"Addressout ol range'
OUTPUT= LOBYIE (LOADWORD)
: PROGRAN,4-COUNTER
+'1
PROGRAI\4-COUNTEF
RETURN

formatsand addressingmodeslor all supThevariousrnstruction
portedmicroprocessorsare implementedusingsimilarsequencesof
The obviousadvantagesare the speed and ease
srmpleinstructions.
with whichthe linkercan be conliguredto supportadditionalprocessors. Typical linker tables are generated with 20 to 50 lines of
processor-specificcode,

the use of run time library subroutines to perform many
relatively simple operations.The B0B5microprocessor,for
example,is ableto accessmemory directly asbytesor words
with immediate two-byte absolute(relocatable)addresses,
and it may accessbytes of memory indirectly through register pairs. Dynamic allocation of local data using stackrelative addressing must be performed by in-line code or
through subroutine calls using the stack offset value as a
parameter. A static allocation scheme permits accessto
local variables or parameters with an arbitrary offset from
some (relocatable)label with a direct accessinstruction
which requiresonly three bytes.This permits accessto both
byte and word simple variables. Since Pascal programs
must accessmany variables,this reduction of code size by
40 to 50% for each variable accesscan save a significant
amount of memory in a largeprogram.This staticallocation
of local variables does add additional code and run time
overheadfor the userrequiring recursivecalling sequences.
These additional memory and time considerations are a
reminder to userecursiononly where absolutelynecessary.
The 8085 instruction set doesnot support arithmetic for
t0-bit signed numbers. IF I, f, and K are type INTEGER,
the
statement:
K::I-I-K
generatesthe following B0B5code, calling library routine
Zintsubto perform the subtraction operation:
LHLD TEST1 N
XCHG
LHLD TESTI__-D+2
CALL Zintsub
XCHG
LHLD TEST1 N+4
CALL Zintsub
SHLD TESTI___D+4

put I in register HL
move I to register DE
put J in HL
subtract I from I
put result in DE
get K
subtract K from (I-f)
store the result to K.

The 16-bit subtraction routine from the non-debug library
is a relatively short program:
Zintsub

PUSH PSW
DCX H
MOV A.H
CMA
MOV H,A
MOV A,L
CMA

SAVE ACCUMULATOR
TWO'S COMPLEMENT REG HL (Y)
COMPLEMENT HIGH BYTE

COMPLEMENTLOWBYTE
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MOV L,A
POPPSW GETBACKACCUMULATOR
AND FLAGS
DAD D
X+[_Y] ADD DE AND HL
RET
Using in-line code it would take eight bytes of code to
perform the integer subtraction operation each time it is
needed.Using the library approach above,it takes eleven
bytesfor the library routine and only three additional bytes
for the subroutine call each time a subtraction is required.
After only three integer subtractionsthe program is already
four bytessmaller.For ten subtractionsin-line code generation would have added B0 bytes of code to the program,
while library calls add only 41 bytes.
This comparison of in-line code versus library subroutines for even simple operationsaccountsfor a significant memory savingswhen applied to the most commonly
used operationsthat cannot be accomplishedin a few bytes
of instructions on the target machine.
When the linker createsan absolutefile, it tries to find any
unsatisfiedsymbols or routines in a specifiedlibrary file. It
only needs to append run time library routines that have
been specifically requested.The actual code size added to
an absolutefile from the run time library is typically much
smaller then the 4K bytes required for loading the entire
library.
If a user feels the need for a run time library routine that
performssomespecialoperationsor is otherwisetailored to
the specific application, the user can write another version
of any run time library routine using the samename as that
used in the library. The new relocatablefile is then loaded
with the linker in a specific location and the linker will not
load the library module of the samename.Thus the run time
Iibrary servesas a basisfor the user'sprogram environment
and may be used or improved as the program requirements
evolve.
Performance
A certain amount of overhead is expected whenever a
high-level languageis used. One can hardly claim that it is
possibleto write all programs in Pascalin such a way that
the codegeneratedby the compiler will be as efficient asthe
code that would have been obtained by direct assembly
coding. However, as described above, some optimization
has been implemented to generateefficient code: the con-

Low
Memory

(32K of RAM)

High
Memory

tents of registers are remembered over operations, short
jumps are implemented for predefined labels that are
within range, the overheadfor parameterpassing is in the
receiving routine, and so on. In short, the Pascal/64000
compiler generatesgood space-efficientcode.
The speed of the compiler is 400-600 Iines per minute,
depending on the way the programmerwrites the program
and what kind of program is being written. The compiler
speed may also vary from microprocessorto microprocessor, since it depends on the level of difficulty and the
amount of work required to generatecode for the given
microprocessor.
By overlayingdifferent parts of the compiler, it was made
to fit in 24K words of storagewithout degrading its performance.A diagramof the compiler overlay structureis given
in Fig. 2.
Conclusion
Becauseofthe inherent inefficienciesinvolved in using a
high-level language,users of small computers have in the
past written their programs almost totally in assemblylanguage. Pascal/64000is an alternative. It has all the wellknown advantagesof a high-level language in addition to
space-efficientcode generation.
The Pascal/64000
compiler is implemented as a subsetof
the basic definition of standardPascalwith extensionsand
options that make it possible for microprocessorprogrammers to use a high-level language efficiently. The programmer can ignore the extensionsand options and write
standard Pascal,if desired.
Currently the 8080/8085 and ZB0 microprocessorsare
supported and others will be supported in the future.
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An Assemblerfor All Microprocessors
by Brad E. Yackle
HE FIRST PRACTICAL PROGRAMMING TOOL
offered to the software designer was the assembler.
It is a very basic level of programming, since each
instruction usually controls a single function of the processor. Then higher-level languageswere introduced, allowing programmersto generatesoftwarefasterand easier,and
making code more readable and transportable.However,
assemblerswill always be part of a computer system,especially a microprocessorsystem.Assembly-level programming is very closeto the machine languageof the processor
and is thereforegood for interacting with hardware and I/O
devices. Since assemblercode allows complete control of
the processor,the assemblylanguageprogrammercan generatethe most efficient code possible.Assembly-levelprogramming is the only practical programming tool for custom or bit-slice processors.
The number of microprocessorson the market and being
developedby industry is very large.Eachprocessorhasa set
of instructions that control its functions. Unfortunately,
each processor is different; it has different instructions,
registers,speed, memory size, and so on. One assembler
cannot possibly be general enough to understand the assembly languagesof all processors,so typically a new assembler must be generatedfor each.
The prospect of generating a new assemblerfor each
processor'sassemblylanguageis highly undesirable.First
thereis the problem of writing the basicassemblerto handle
the syntax of assemblylanguageprogramming. The assembler'musthandle I/O operationsaswell as parsethe operand
fields. It must be able to handle expressions,generateobject
code, and give error messageswhen necessary.All assemblers have the same basic syntax for instructions. In
general,assemblersexpect an optional label field followed
by an opcode and then some type of operand. However,
each assemblermust recognize a different set of instructions along with register and/or address-typeoperands.
Therefore,code must be added and/or modified to handle
eachnew processor.Eachtime this is done, there is a possibility of generating new errors in the common assembler
functions. Later, if modifications or changesare necessary,
all of the assemblersmay have to be modified.
Thus, a new assemblerfor each new processorlanguage
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introduces two softwareproblems, arising from the duplication of code. One is the introduction of new errorswhen
hanslating code from the basic assemblerto eachnew one,
and the secondis the problem of softwareupdate which is
multiplied with each duplication of code.
64000 Assembler
The assemblerfor the 64000Logic DevelopmentSystem
is designedto be flexible enoughto understandthe instruction set of any processor'sassemblylanguage.This means
t h a t t h e 6 4 0 0 0 a s s e m b l e rc o n t a i n s s o m e p r o c e s s o r dependent code to handle the variety of instruction sets.
However,the problem of softwareduplication is minimized
by making the majority of code processor-independentand
putting the dependent code in tables that the assembler
readsto understandthe instructions.An assemblerlike this
is known as a table-drivenassembler.Its main functions are
the samefor all Ianguages,and it contains additional information in the form of tables to understand processordependentinstructions.
The common functions of the assemblercover the interaction with the host computer system. This includes
reading and parsing the sourcefile. The assemblerhandles
all of the input and output file operationsdealing not only
with the sourcefile but the relocatableand list files as well.
It parsesthe sourcelines and identifies the instructions for
the particular language.It keepsa symbol table containing
symbols along with associatedvalues and symbol types. It
checks operand fields and flags errors if syntax and/or addressrules are violated. The assembleris designedto be as
generalas possibleto allow for the minor differencesin the
syntaxesof different processors'assemblylanguages.
The part of the 64000assemblerthat interpretstable code
to understand each processor'sinstruction set consistsof a
set of routines that use standard assemblerfunctions but
read the table code to decide which functions to perform.
Thus the assemblercan be redefined simply by reading
different table code.
Assembler Operation
The 64000 assemblerreadsthe first line of the sourcefile
and expectsto find a key that tells it which type of processor

Ianguageis in the file. It then reads another file that contains the table code for the language.The table code can be
broken into two parts, the opcode set and the set of rules
governing the operand field.
Each processorhas a set of instructions, which are given
namesby the designers.Thesenamesare commonly called
the opcodeor mnemonic setofthe processor,and aregenerally abbreviationsof the functions performed.For example,
let us supposewe have a processorthat has an accumulator
and an instruction to load data into it. An assemblylanguage statementto do this might look like the following:
LDA

DATA

where the opcode is LDA, which means load (LD) the accumulator (A) with data found at the addresspointed to by
the symbol DATA.The opcode set of the processoris composed of all of its opcodes, including a set of standard
opcodes that control program listing, external and global
symbols, the macro facility, and other functions.
Once an opcode is identified the assemblerchecksto see
whether it is an instruction that requires table code to understand the operand. If so, control is transferred to the
special routines that use the table code to control the assembler.The tablesinstruct the assemblerhow to parsethe
operand field, what values to expect, how to generatethe
object code, and what error messagesto generate,if any.
Since a set of tablesis the only requirementnecessaryfor
the assemblerto recognizedifferent languages,we decided
to make this capability available to the user. A user can
generatean assemblerfor a custom chip or bit-slice processor, or enhance existing assemblerswith custom instructions, To generatea custom assemblerthe user must describe the syntax of each instruction and how to generate
the object code. The 64000 assemblerwill take care of all
system overhead.It will generaterelocatablefiles that can
be handled by the system linker and will produce list files
like any of the other system assemblers.
Table Processor
The part of the assemblerthat handles the table code is
really a type of simple processoritself. It takesthe specially
coded table information and decodesit into instructions for
the assembler.Theseinstructions call assemblerfunctions,
such as expression handlers and object code generators.
They also allow for arithmetic operationsand testing of the
results.
The best way to show how the processworks is to give a
simple example. Let us supposethat we have a processor
that has two instructions that have the same type operand
and addressingmodes.We will call them LDA and STA,for
load accumulator and store accumulator. The object code
forms of these instructions are both B-bit opcodes and require one registeras their operand.The value ofthe register
is combined with the eight bits of opcodeand residesin the
third and fourth bit positions as follows:
00rr0000
The user will predefine to the assemblerthe registersthat
are legal for the instructions,and will give theseregistersa

value and a type. Let us assume that the user makes the
obvious choice and defines the registers as type "register."
REGISTERS
A:00
B:01
C=10
D=11
The object code that the assembler is expected to produce is
also defined:
LDA : 10000000
STA: 11000000
The assembler will now recognize these mnemonics on
source lines and pass the defined object code to the next set
of table instructions for processing. The table instructions
process the code as foilows.
EXPRESSION

General-purposeexpression
parser
IF TYPE <> REGISTERTHEN GOTO OPERANDERROR
LOAD VALUE
Get the register number
SHIFT r.EFT 4
Move to proper position
OR OBIECT-CODE
Combines with opcode value
GEN-CODE ABS 8, Generatethe code
ACCUMULATOR
DONE
Signal to return to assembler
OPERAND ERROR
ERRORIO ERR
Invalid operand found
DONE
Return
This routine first calls a general-purpose expression
handler designed to parse expressions and return a value
and a type. Next it checks the type returned to make sure it is
one of the predefined registers. If the operand is legal the
value of the register is shifted left four bits and combined
with the object code passed by the main assembler. Line 6
generates eight bits of absolute data to the relocatable file
which is the desired result of the inshuction. If an error is
found then an error message is generated from the instruction in the ninth line.
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Conclusion
In conclusion, the 64000 assembler is a very general
table-driven assembler. It is easy to maintain and expand to
handle new processors. This increases its reliability, since
the majority of its code is processor-independent and well
tested. This also aids in software update, since we are not

faced with duplication of code. Assembler tables can be
changed without affecting the main assembler, and the user
has the ability to enhance existing assemblers or generate
others for new languages.

Viewpoints

Chuck Houseon the ElectronicBench
HE ELECTRONICSINDUSTRY is entering the age of VLSI
(very large-scale integration). The potential of VLSI is
staggering.For example, we'll have extremely powerful
32-bit parallel computers with one-megaby'te instruction rates on a
single chip for a few hundred dollars within a very few years. We'll
go from 16K to 64K to 256K to 1M RAM chips in the same time
frame. We'll also be facing some great design challenges because of
these silicon advances. The software crisis is already said to be
upon us, since the cost of developing correct code for ROM-based
designs far outweighs the cost of the silicon for even relatively
high-volume products. The 64000 Logic Development System described in this issue was created to address these problems.
The 64000 System and the needs ofVLSI portend a dramatic shift
in emphasis in the types of tools available for designers. For years,
instrumentation has provided analysis capability for use after the
initial design was realized. We are now starting to create synthesis
tools, which aid the designer in realizing products faster, more
accurately, and more productively. This shift from analysis tools to
synthesis tools is fundamental to our ability to take advantage of
the "macro" power of VLSI. It is conceptually impossible to realize
effective designs with millions of gates and millions to billions of
coded instructions in software without new automated techniques
to replace the "brute force" techniques employed in our industry so
far.
A quick example might be the familiar rectangle layouts for
emitter, base, and collector of a transistor. They are replicated
many times, and relocated in tedious fashion by a designer or
draftsman as a function of the desired electrical circuit. True, this
process has been automated in recent years, primarily with
computer-aided artw-ork generators that include checking algorithms to assure that the process design rules are followed. This
has eliminated some of the drafting and spatial relations tedium,
but it has had little impact upon the creative design process. A
more useful step might be the macro-cell approach: a series of
functional cells is preprocessed in silicon, and a simple design
algorithm for interconnecting cells creates the mask set to realize
the equivalent custom gate array required.
At a much higher synthesis level, it's conceivable that the
mathematical transfer function of the desired IC could be entered
into a computer-aided design tool, which would generate the mask
sets to create the IC. This is the goal of the California Institute of
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Technology "Bristleblocs" proiect, which has both industrial and
academic sponsors. The premise of these attempts to work at a
macro level is that the view of the forest allows a better perspective
for the designer than a consistent and unremitting examination of
each tree in the forest, or as some frustrated designers express it,
"Chewing on the tree bark incessantly, trying to find the forest."
Adoption of the premise that such high-Ievel design is desirable
and practical is necessarily rooted in two major assumptions. First,
tools must exist that translate the designer's high-level constructs
into correct, effective, low-Ievel realizations. These are the synthesis tools mentioned above. Second, analysis tools must be
adapted to this environment, which means that they must provide
analysis functions at every hierarchical level from high to low,
much as a microscope or TV camera has pan or zoom capability.
One additional requirement is imposed by the magnitude of the
task, since many projects are designed, produced, and maintained
by increasingly large teams of people. Thus, synthesis and analysis
tools are increasingly obliged to Iink to each other simultaneously,
across large distances, across cultural and educational barriers, and
even across time.
These are stiffrequirements, but then so are the challenges facing
designers if these requirements are not satisfied. How might they
be met? I think that we can see the day, not too distant, when
engineers will have an electronic bench, much as we discuss electronic moil and electronic offices and electronic homes. Such an
e.lectronic bench wiII satisfy the three requirements of synthesis,
analysis, and linking.
To illustrate this concept, Fig. 1 portrays a tylpical product life
cycle for a digital product, along with the classical design aids and
analysis tools used by most companies today. There are several
points worth noting. First, virtually all design aids and analysis
tools in use today are not linked in any data base or even
measurement-interactive manner. Second, the level of synthesis
capability in the design aids is extremely primitive. Third, the level
of zoom from high-level analysis to low-level is likewise primitive.
Fourth, the operator interface is variable, and quite formidable,
from one piece of equipment to another. Examining the needs that
VLSI design imposes, these conditions are clearly unacceptable.
There are some current examples ofthe electronic bench concept
at such places as automotive design research centers, airframe
manufacfurers, and the Iarger computer and semiconductor design

lC LayoutSystems
PC LayoutSystems
Computers

Computers
SoftwareTerminals
Emulators

Oscilloscopes
TimingAnalyzers
Word Generators
Parallel State
Analyzers
Timing Analyzers
Oscilloscopes
Serial State Analyzers
Software Performance
Analyzers
Logic Analyzers
lC Testers
Circuit Testers
System Analyzers
Oscilloscopes
Network Monitors
Diagnostic Testers
Digital Multimeters
Oscilloscopes

Fig. 1. Deslgn aidsand analysistools used at variouspoints
in the life cycle of a typical digital product.
centers. These centers,usually built around computer-aided drafting systems, are very expensive, but also very productive and
cost-effective.Just as the computer mainframe and minicomputer
manufacturers have developed precursors of the type of software
developmentsystemexemplified by the 64000System,theseCAA
and CAD centers point the way toward the electronic bench.
In effect, the solution will embody an intelligent terminal or
work station that can provide the capabilities of any required design aid or analysis function. Work performed at this work station
will automatically link to a shared data basefor the entire program' .
which includes the R&D functions, production test, service diagnostics, and documentation. Likewise, environmental and life test
datawill becomethe beginning ofa Iibrary ofservicedatathat links
with lab analysis, production data, and user performance data to
promote design improvements and better field-support diagnostic
procedures.
It is not hard to postulate such capabilities or their desirability'
What has been difficult is a cost-effective and performanceeffective realization. There are three major handicaps in this regard
when we examine the realities of existing digital analysis tools, to
say nothing of the shortage of effective synthesis tools.
1. The user interface of most instruments is very complex, and the
commonality of terms, functions, and operationsis very low. For
example, the specific functions available by name on the front
panel of a storageoscilloscope,a logic timing analyzer,and a serial
data bus analyzer bear little resemblanceto each other. Each front
panel takes considerable "getting used to" for a beginning
operator, and knowing one of them well can often seem more a
handicap than a help when trying the next machine,
2. Today's realizations of this equipment are sophisticated,
reasonably expensive, and relatively bulky. The thought of creating an integratedsolution has historically been dismissedas not
practical in terms of size, heat, weight, and cost.
3. Linking of many measurementhierarchies(the zoom concept)
has not been required or practical because of the available instrumentation,and becausethe problems being tackled could be

solved by "brute force" techniques.
The 64000 architectural concept may serve to illushate how
these handicaps might be diminished. The foremost problem, the
human interface, is addressedvia a standard typewriter keyboard,
along with the guided syntax and softkey format. The versatility of
screen graphics for menu selections or guided prompting is well
established in instrumentation by now. It is a simple extension to
provide conversion from one type of equipment to another. The
difficulty with such a concept is the reality of its implementation.
Let's consider the manner in which the guided syntax structure
operates.The guided syntax softkeys represent another important
enhancement of the softkey-with-"help" approach embodied in
several of HP's more recent computer systems, Not only do these
keys provide prompting of the next correct or allowable entries,but
they also allow full flexibility for system reconfiguration as the
resident operating system module is swapped from the disc.
Notice the significance ofthis architecture. The stored program
that determines the machine characteristics that appear to the
operatoris totallyresident on disc.Thus,redefiningthe instrument
is eosy, and the operating system reconfiguration time is about
one-third of a second! Moreover, the guided syntax approach removes the need for a different set ofkeycaps on the front panel, and
the user is never faced with relearning the panel functions as the
instrument changes.
Thus, the 64000 has a system architecture that links all data files,
provides redefinition of effective functions at each work station,
and allows easy operator interaction with those significant
changes. The major remaining tasks are two-fold: to provide extended operating system enhancements in the guided syntax format, and to provide data acquisition modules for specific functions
that may be required.
This flexibility might be employed as an emulating terminal for
any computer system, as the following whimsical softkey choices
illustrate.
640005 HP 1000
TERM

HP 3000
TERM

IBM
TERM

DEC
TERM

APPI,E
TERM

HP 85A

ETC

is pressed the choices would be (the cunent wakeup
When s+ooos
mode):
EDIT COMPILE

ASSEMBLE LINK

FMULATE

PROM PGM (CMDFILE) ETC

When rnir is pressed,the rotr module is brought in from the system
disc, and thesebecomethe kev labels:
INSERT REVISE DELETE FIND REPLACE

<LINE #>

END

ETC

An obvious set of choices under an Analyzerkey choice might be:
LoSic

LoSic

Serial

Analog

Digital

Network

Spectrum

State

Timing

State

O'scope

O'scope

Analyzer

Analyzer

Analyzer

Analyzer

Analyzer

ETC

The trace point conditions for the state analyzer, the timing
analyzer and the scope could be the same, providing the zoom
capability mentioned earlier. It becomespractical to consider microprogrammable measurement intelligence, which could modify
the degree of zoom or pan according to dynamic decisions about
the observeddata. Obviously, the data baselinkage methods could
also admit software control of multiple measurementsat multiple
stations for simultaneous analysis of major system problems'
Perhaps the most productive improvements will come with hiShlevel software analyzers, linked to the greatly improved code generation capabilities described herein. These tools must not only
provide code generation, editing, and debug aid, but also validation, verification, optimization, and maintenance functions' The
64000 already provides an important enhancementfor theseneeds'
Further extensions are imperative for the effective reduction of the
software bottleneck in our industrv.
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The technology that allows us to consider the true possibility of
such a system is based heavily upon the VLSI extensions that the
system intends to support. For example, by reducing major equipment such as a sophisticated logic state analyzer to a one or twocard module allows zoom potential, because several different
modules can be resident in the card cageof a work station. Also, a
cluster network can be composed of different configurations in
each work station, and potentially could even include a desktop
computer for information graphics or management information
systems. A significant problem in terms of computer power-IC
cell layout and lead routing, or PC board layouts-could be routed
to a major computer network from the cluster as well.
The 64000 described in this issue already takes a significant step
in microcomputer software development integration by virtue of
its LSI computer support in each work station, guided syntax
interaction to allow conversion from one function to another, and
four-bus interaction capability, which allows significant data base
and measurementnetworking. The programming effectivenessfor
designersdeveloping strucfured code on this system, debugging it
in breadboard systems, and moving toward final product is dramatic, and it is a contribution to synthesis, more than to analysis.
This shows up most dramatically in larger project teams,where the
Iinked files and the data basemanagement system help to mitigate
the classic communication difficulties of large teams. Hardware
system synthesis, whether at an IC or PC board level, should be
amenable to similar enhancement. The hardest task in my view is
the question of effective benchmarking of simulations, which conceptually is possible, but realistically seemsrelatively difficult to
attain.
The next few years should seesignificant development oftools to
enable the electronic bench concept to be realized. This electronic
bench will encompassthe necessarysynthesis, analysis, and link-
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ing functions. Clearly the costsof such powerful automated design
centers will be dramatically reduced, concurrent with substantially improved combinational performance. With the aid of such
instrumentation concepts, we hope tir support the design and
analysis requirements of the VLSI era.
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